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You can get 
involved in 
the following 
ways

G
et involvedAsk a question

If there is something you wish know about 
how your council works or what it is doing in 
your area, you can ask the local committee a 
question about it. All local committees provide 
an opportunity to raise questions, informally, 
up to 30 minutes before the formal business 
of the meeting starts. If an answer cannot be 
given at the meeting, they will make 
arrangements for you to receive an answer 
either before or at the next formal meeting.

Write a question

You can also put your question to the local 
committee in writing. The committee officer 
must receive it a minimum of 4 working days 
in advance of the meeting.

When you arrive at the meeting let the 
committee officer (detailed below) know that 
you are there for the answer to your question. 
The committee chairman will decide exactly 
when your answer will be given and may 
invite you to ask a further question, if needed, 
at an appropriate time in the meeting.

          Sign a petition

If you live, work or study in 
Surrey and have a local issue 
of concern, you can petition the 
local committee and ask it to 
consider taking action on your 
behalf. Petitions should have at 
least 30 signatures and should 
be submitted to the committee 
officer 2 weeks before the 
meeting. You will be asked if 
you wish to outline your key 
concerns to the committee and 
will be given 3 minutes to 
address the meeting. Your 
petition may either be 
discussed at the meeting or 
alternatively, at the following 
meeting.

                            



Attending the Local Committee meeting

Your Partnership officer is here to help.

Email:  jessica.edmundson@surreycc.gov.uk
Tel:  01932 794079 (text or phone)
Website: www.surreycc.gov.uk/surreyheath

Follow @SurreyHeathLC on Twitter, facebook and instagram

This is a meeting in public.

Please contact Jessica Edmundson using the above contact details:

 If you would like a copy of this agenda or the attached papers in another 
format, e.g. large print, Braille, or another language

 If you would like to attend and you have any additional needs, e.g. access 
or hearing loop

 If you would like to talk about something in today’s meeting or have a local 
initiative or concern. 

http://www.surreycc.gov.uk/surreyheath


Surrey County Council Appointed Members 

Mr Bill Chapman, Camberley East (Chairman)
Ms Charlotte Morley, Camberley West
Mr Paul Deach, Frimley Green and Mytchett
Mr Mike Goodman, Chobham, Bagshot & Windlesham
Mr Edward Hawkins, Heatherside and Parkside (Vice-Chairman)
Mr David Mansfield, Lightwater, West End and Bisley

Borough Council Appointed Members 

Borough Councillor Vivienne Chapman, St. Paul’s
Borough Councillor Josephine Hawkins, Parkside
Borough Councillor Paul Ilnicki, Heatherside
Borough Councillor Rebecca Jennings-Evans, Lightwater
Borough Councillor Pat Tedder, Chobham
Borough Councillor Valerie White, Bagshot

Chief Executive
Joanna Killian

MOBILE TECHNOLOGY AND FILMING – ACCEPTABLE USE

Those attending for the purpose of reporting on the meeting may use social media or mobile devices in 
silent mode to send electronic messages about the progress of the public parts of the meeting.  

Anyone is permitted to film, record or take photographs at council meetings.  Please liaise with the 
council officer listed in the agenda prior to the start of the meeting so that those attending the meeting 
can be made aware of any filming taking place.  

Use of mobile devices, including for the purpose of recording or filming a meeting, is subject to no 
interruptions, distractions or interference being caused to the PA or Induction Loop systems, or any 
general disturbance to proceedings. The Chairman may ask for mobile devices to be switched off in 
these circumstances.

It is requested that if you are not using your mobile device for any of the activities outlined above, it be 
switched off or placed in silent mode during the meeting to prevent interruptions and interference with PA 
and Induction Loop systems.

Thank you for your co-operation

Note:  This meeting may be filmed for live or subsequent broadcast via the Council's internet site 
- at the start of the meeting the Chairman will confirm if all or part of the meeting is being filmed.  
The images and sound recording may be used for training purposes within the Council.

Generally the public seating areas are not filmed.  However by entering the meeting room and 
using the public seating area, you are consenting to being filmed and to the possible use of those 
images and sound recordings for webcasting and/or training purposes.  

If you have any queries regarding this, please contact the representative of Legal and Democratic 
Services at the meeting.



OPEN FORUM SESSION
Before the formal Committee session begins, the Chairman will invite questions from 
members of the public attending the meeting. Where possible questions will receive an 
answer at the meeting, or a written response will be provided subsequently.

1 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

To receive any apologies for absence.

2 MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING

To agree the Minutes of the last meeting.

(Pages 1 - 34)

3 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

Declarations of Interest

All Members present are required to declare, at this point in the 
meeting or as soon as possible thereafter; 

(i) Any disclosable pecuniary interests and / or 

(ii) Other interests arising under the Code of Conduct in respect of 
any item(s) of business being considered at this meeting

NOTES:

 Members are reminded that they must not participate in any 
item where they have a disclosable pecuniary interest

 As well as an interest of the Member, this includes any interest, 
of which the Member is aware, that relates to the Member’s 
spouse or civil partner (or any person with whom the Member 
is living as a spouse or civil partner)

 Members with a significant personal interest may participate in 
the discussion and vote on that matter unless that interest 
could be reasonably regarded as prejudicial.

4 PETITIONS

To receive any petitions in accordance with Standing Order 68. Notice 
should be given in writing or by email to the Community Partnership 
and Committee Officer at least 14 days before the meeting. 

Alternatively, the petition can be submitted on-line through Surrey 
County Council’s e-petitions website as long as the minimum number 
of signatures (30) has been reached 14 days before the meeting.

a PETITION: PETITION FOR A 'KEEP LEFT' ISLAND AT THE 
ENTRANCE TO GREEN LANE, CHOBHAM

An officer comment to the following petition is included within: 
a petition for a ‘keep left’ island at the entrance to Green Lane, 
Chobham.

(Pages 35 - 38)



b PETITION: INSTALLATION OF A ZEBRA CROSSING 
OUTSIDE RAVENSCOTE SCHOOL, UPPER CHOBHAM 
ROAD, FRIMLEY

An officer comment to the following petition is included within: 
We, the undersigned, do hereby request that a pelican or 
zebra crossing is installed on the Upper Chobham Road 
outside Ravenscote Junior School as soon as possible.
The Council understandably has to make cut-backs, but we 
urge that these are not carried out to the exclusion of our 
children's safety. We are very worried that it will take the injury 
or even death of a child, before our concerns are heeded.

The petition has received over 1400 signatures.

[Report to be included as a supplementary to this agenda]

5 WRITTEN PUBLIC QUESTIONS

To answer any written questions from residents or businesses 
within the area in accordance with Standing Order 69.  Notice 
should be given in writing or by email to the Community Partnership 
and Committee Officer by 12 noon, four working days before the 
meeting.

(Pages 39 - 40)

6 WRITTEN MEMBERS QUESTIONS

To receive any written questions from Members under Standing Order 
47.  Notice must be given in writing to the Community Partnership & 
Committee Officer by 12 noon 4 working days before the meeting.

7 PRESENTATION FROM SCC LEAD CABINET MEMBERS FOR 
PEOPLE AND PLACE [AGENDA ITEM]

A presentation from the SCC Lead Cabinet Members for People and 
Place on working together with district and borough councils, with a 
key focus on health and wellbeing.

[Presentation to be included as an annex to the minutes]

8 HIGHWAYS UPDATE [EXECUTIVE FUNCTION - FOR DECISION]

To report progress made with the delivery of proposed highways 
and developer funded schemes, and revenue funded works for 
the 2018/19 financial year.

(Pages 41 - 78)

9 ARMED FORCES COVENANT UPDATE [SERVICE MONITORING 
AND ISSUES OF LOCAL CONCERN]

To provide an update of recent activities taken under the Surrey Heath 
Armed Forces Community Covenant.

(Pages 79 - 
118)

10 SURREY HEATH LOCAL CYCLING PLAN [EXECUTIVE FUNCTION 
- FOR DECISION]

As part of the Surrey Transport Plan, a Surrey Cycling Strategy was 
approved by Cabinet in December 2013. The Strategy set out a 

(Pages 119 - 
128)



role for Local Committees to oversee the development of Local 
Cycling Plans. The report to this committee presents the Surrey 
Heath Local Cycling Plan.

11 DECISION TRACKER [FOR INFORMATION]

To review the decision tracker.

(Pages 129 - 
130)

12 FORWARD PLAN [FOR INFORMATION]

To review the forward plan and to comment on items anticipated to be 
received at the Surrey Heath Local Committee in 2018/19.

(Pages 131 - 
132)
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DRAFT

Minutes of the meeting of the 
Surrey HEATH LOCAL COMMITTEE

held at 7.00 pm on 14 June 2018
at High Cross Church, Knoll Road, Camberley, GU15 3SY.

Surrey County Council Members:

* Mr Bill Chapman (Chairman)
* Ms Charlotte Morley
* Mr Paul Deach
* Mr Mike Goodman
* Mr Edward Hawkins (Vice-Chairman)
* Mr David Mansfield

Borough / District Members:

* Borough Councillor Vivienne Chapman
* Borough Councillor Josephine Hawkins
 Borough Councillor Paul Ilnicki
* Borough Councillor Rebecca Jennings-Evans
 Borough Councillor Pat Tedder
* Borough Councillor Valerie White

* In attendance
______________________________________________________________

OPEN FORUM

Questions and responses from the informal open forum session are attached 
as Annex A.

16/18 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  [Item 1]

Apologies were received from Cllr Pat Tedder and Cllr Paul Ilnicki.

17/18 MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING  [Item 2]

The minutes from the previous meeting on 12 April 2018 were agreed as a 
true record and signed by the Chairman.

18/18 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  [Item 3]

There were none.

19/18 PETITIONS  [Item 4]

Four petitions were received. An officer comment was provided at the meeting 
to all petitions. Lead petitioners for two of the petitions were present and 
invited to address the committee for up to 3 minutes on the details of their 
petitions. 
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20/18 PETITION: TRAFFIC CALMING ON KINGS RIDE, CAMBERLEY  [Item 4a]

Declarations of interest: None

Officers attending: Jason Gosden, Senior Traffic Engineer, SCC on behalf of 
Angela Goddard, Transportation Development and Planning (TDP), SCC

Petitions, Public Question, Statements: The lead petitioner, Mrs Garner 
addressed the committee with details of her petition. This included Police 
statistics about speeding on Kings Ride and the lack of consultation that had 
occurred on the scheme with residents. She highlighted the developer of the 
care home should have completed said works prior to anyone taking up 
residence in the home. Residents had now been in situ for over 1 year and 
the works were still incomplete. Mrs Garner indicated that the positions of the 
current chicanes didn’t seem to help the speeds along the road and priority 
was currently given to road users who already had it.

A lengthy discussion on the matter was had between the lead petitioner, 
Highways Officer and members.

Key points from the discussion:

 Mrs Garner met with 2 TDP officers onsite at the beginning of May. At 
which time an action plan was verbally agreed. This was also formalised 
in writing by officers at Surrey Heath Borough Council (SHBC) and Mrs 
Garner should have received a copy of this. Since this time Mrs Garner 
noted she had received no further correspondence or evidence of 
timescales.

 The developer had been formally written to for timescales of the action 
plan and to complete the outstanding work in order for the Stage 3 Safety 
Audit to be carried out. The developer had been given 21 days to respond 
to this letter. Failure to respond with the requested information was to 
result in the County Council using the cash deposit they hold to complete 
the works. 

Resolution: The Surrey Heath Local Committee agreed to note the officers 
response.

21/18 PETITION: REPLACE ZEBRA CROSSING ON MYTCHETT ROAD WITH A 
PUFFIN CROSSING  [Item 4b]

Declarations of interest: None

Officers attending: Jason Gosden, Senior Traffic Engineer, SCC 

Petitions, Public Question, Statements: The lead petitioner, Mrs Warne 
addressed the committee detailing that the current crossing in place is often 
ignored by speeding cars. With new developments in the area this problem 
was only likely to worsen. Parents and children were encouraged to walk to 
school wherever possible but with dangerous crossings it made it harder to do 
safely.
Mrs Warne acknowledged that the request was not a cheap one but felt a 
signalised crossing was necessary to improve safety. 
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Key points from the discussion:

 It was noted that a signalised crossing was not necessarily safer as many 
motorists do drive through red lights.

 Highways officers have looked at the site and its proximity to a side road 
meant that it was not possible to change the crossing. Signalised crossing 
are directional and with motorists approaching from a nearby side road 
could mean they do not see the signal to stop.

 There is little or no scope to move the crossing because of side roads and 
properties in the nearby area.

 If funding could be found to update the current old fashioned belisha 
beacons to the new zebrite lights this would greatly improve the visibility 
and safety of the current crossing.

 Cllr Paul Deach had been in discussions with the Highways Team and 
was proposing to support the light replacement with £2,500 from his 
members highways fund.

Resolution: The Surrey Heath Local Committee agreed to note the officers 
response

22/18 PETITION: IMPLEMENT SPEED RESTRICTION MEASURES ON 
WHITMOOR ROAD, BAGSHOT  [Item 4c]

Declarations of interest: None

Officers attending: Jason Gosden, Senior Traffic Engineer, SCC 

Petitions, Public Question, Statements: No member of the public was in 
attendance to speak about this petition. However, members did discuss 
possible options to help alleviate the problem.

Key points from the discussion:

 Members queried whether it was possible to include 30mph repeater signs 
along the length of the road to remind road users of the speed limit. The 
Highways Officer confirmed that this was not possible as the National 
Policy does not permit repeater signs to be erected where you have a 
30mph speed limit on a road that has street lighting.

 In recent history a condition for a developer was to include 6 vehicle 
activated signs (VAS) along the length of the road. 

 It was noted by Bagshot councillors that the Road Safety Record was not 
an accurate reflection of the dangers of the road; there were many near 
misses.

 A community speed watch had been in place in the past but volunteers had 
not continued due to the verbal abuse received from motorists.   
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Resolution: The Surrey Heath Local Committee agreed to note the officers 
response.

23/18 PETITION: POTHOLES IN HEATHERSIDE  [Item 4d]

No member of the public was in attendance to speak on this petition.

Resolution: The Surrey Heath Local Committee agreed to note the officers 
response.

24/18 WRITTEN PUBLIC QUESTIONS  [Item 5]

One question was received in preparation for this meeting. The written 
question and response was provided as part of the supplementary papers.

Each questioner has the opportunity to ask one supplementary question.

A representative from West End Parish Council, Cllr Graham Alleway was in 
attendance to ask a supplementary question.

Supplementary question: I do not have a supplementary question as such but 
I’d like to say that I am disappointed with the response that has been 
provided. The problem is already bad and nothing will be done until all the 
developments are complete. By his point the problem will only be much 
worse, not better.

Response: The Safer Travel Team from SCC are in agreement with the 
school that this will be looked at once the developments have been completed 
and are inhabited as they will then know the impact and true effect the extra 
traffic will have.

25/18 WRITTEN MEMBERS QUESTIONS  [Item 6]

None were received.

26/18 SURREY HEATH MAJOR SCHEMES UPDATE [EXECUTIVE FUNCTION - 
FOR INFORMATION]  [Item 8]

Declarations of interest: None

Officers attending: Kevin Ratnasingam, Transport Strategy Projects 
Manager, SCC; Paul Millin, Strategic Transport Group Manager, SCC and 
David Stempfer, Major Transport Projects Manager, SCC

Petitions, Public Question, Statements: none 

The SCC Officers attended the committee to inform both members and the 
public about the progress that had been made on both the Meadows 
roundabout improvement works and the future A30 scheme in collaboration 
with Surrey Heath Borough Council.

Key points from the discussion:

 It was noted that work was very shortly starting on the Meadows 
roundabout and that the majority of this was to be overnight. The work was 
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expected to be completed in 8-10 months.

 A lot of work had gone in to ensuring good engagement with residents and 
stakeholders both in Surrey Heath and across the borders.

 The officers noted a correction was required in section 5.1 of the report. 
The contribution from Surrey Heath Borough Council was £770k and not 
£740k as indicated.

 Members discussed the A30 bus lane and the planned proposals to make 
this 7am-7pm. It was thought that this would reduce confusion for road 
users but would increase queuing. Therefore better bus lane signage may 
be required.

Members thanked the officers for attending and for the update. The 
committee invited them to return to the Surrey Heath Local Committee later in 
the year when the Traffic Regulation Orders (TRO) were to be agreed.  

27/18 HIGHWAYS UPDATE REPORT [EXECUTIVE FUNCTION - FOR DECISION]  
[Item 7]

Declarations of interest: None

Officers attending: Jason Gosden, Senior Traffic Engineer, SCC

Petitions, Public Questions, Statements: none

The Senior Traffic Engineer introduced the report, asking members to note 
they had one decision to make with regards to the reduction of the speed limit 
on Woodlands Lane, Windlesham

Key points from the discussion:

 Members asked specifically about the proposed antiskid work on Red 
Road at the junction with Macdonald Road, Lightwater, asking if there were 
any more timelines on this that could be reported to residents. The Traffic 
Engineer didn’t have these timelines to hand but stated he would look in to 
this and provide definitive answers; ensuring all committee members were 
aware.

 Lightwater members also raised a query over Ambleside Road and when 
resurfacing work would be taking place. The Traffic Engineer agreed to 
report back to the members concerned about when this would be taking 
place.  

 Members were all supportive of the changes to speed limit along 
Woodlands Lane, Windlesham. The divisional member added the change 
should have occurred years ago as the changes in speed limit along the 
road were ridiculous.

Resolution:

The Surrey Heath Local Committee agreed:
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i) that a notice is advertised in accordance with the Traffic Regulation 
Act 1984, the effects of which would be to revoke any existing traffic 
orders necessary, and introduce a 40mph speed limit to the length of 
the C4 Woodlands Lane (Windlesham) that is currently subject to 
national speed limit, 60mph (as shown in Annex 1).

ii) that any objections to the Traffic Regulation Order should be 
considered and resolved by the Area Team Manager for Highways in 
consultation with the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Local 
Committee  and the local Divisional Member, and that this issue only 
be returned to Committee if any objections prove insurmountable

iii) that the Order be made once any objections have been considered 
and resolved

Reason for decisions

The above decisions were made to help provide a more consistent and 
appropriate speed limit along the length of Woodlands Lane in Windlesham.

28/18 COMMUNITY SAFETY ANNUAL REPORT [EXECUTIVE FUNCTION - FOR 
DECISION]  [Item 9]

Declarations of interest: None

Officers attending: none

Petitions, Public Questions, Statements: none

The report detailed how the £3,000 of community safety funding was spent in 
2017/18. The committee were asked to agree the £3,000 budget for 2018/19 
be retained by the Community Partnership Team in order to accept proposals 
for funding before the deadline in September 2018.

Key points from the discussion: none

Resolution:

The Surrey Heath Local Committee agreed that:

i) The committee’s delegated community safety budget of £3,000 for 
2018/19 be retained by the Community Partnership Team, on behalf of 
the local committee, and that the Community Safety Partnership 
and/or other local organisations be invited to submit proposals for 
funding that meet the criteria and principles set out at section 3 of this 
report.

ii) Authority be delegated to the Community Partnership Manager, in 
consultation with the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the local 
committee and divisional members as appropriate, to authorise the 
expenditure of the  community safety budget in accordance with the 
criteria and principles stated in section 3 of this report.

iii) The committee receives updates on the project(s) that are funded, the 
outcomes and the impact it has achieved.
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Reason for decisions

The above decisions were made as the report sets out the process for 
allocating the committee’s delegated community safety budget of £3,000 to 
local organisations. 

29/18 APPOINTMENTS TO LOCAL COMMITTEE TASK GROUPS [EXECUTIVE 
FUNCTION - FOR DECISION]  [Item 10]

Declarations of interest: None

Officers attending: Jess Edmundson, Partnership Committee Officer, SCC

Petitions, Public Questions, Statements: none

The Partnership Committee Officer introduced the report asking the 
committee to agree the terms of reference and membership for the task group 
and nominations to outside bodies.

Key points from the discussion:

 The nominations for the various task groups and external bodies were laid 
out in annex 1 of the report.

 Any additional nominations were put forward for task groups and external 
bodies without full representation.

Resolution:

The Surrey Heath Local Committee agreed:

i) The terms of reference for the Major Projects Task Group and the 
membership of this task group as set out in Annex 1 with the addition 
of Cllr Valerie White (SHBC).

ii) The terms of reference for the Local Cycling Plan Task Group and the 
membership of this task group as set out in Annex 1 with the addition 
of Cllr Paul Ilnicki (SHBC).

iii) The nominations to outside bodies (Surrey Heath Partnership and 
Early Help Advisory Board) as set out in Annex 1 with the addition of 
Ms Charlotte Morley to the Surrey Heath Partnership.

Reason for decisions

The above decisions were made in order to update the list of representatives 
on Task Groups and nominations to outside bodies.

30/18 DECISION TRACKER [FOR INFORMATION]  [Item 11]

Declarations of Interest: None

Officers attending: Jess Edmundson, Partnership Committee Officer, SCC
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Petitions, Public Questions, Statements: None

The Surrey Heath Local Committee were asked to note the decision tracker.

Key points from the discussion:

 Members noted there were several decisions on the tracker where updates 
had not been provided by the relevant officer.

 It was noted that the safety audit outside Costa Coffee, A30 had now been 
completed and that no changes were going to take place.

 Members asked for verbal updates on the 2 items agreed at the meeting 
on 12 April 2018. With regards to The Square, Bagshot the final designs 
were being confirmed before the TRO could be made. With regards to the 
shared footway/cycleway along the A30, the scheme was progressing and 
the detailed design was now complete.

Resolution:

Any updates provided would be added to the decision tracker along with the 
new decisions that came from the meeting.

31/18 FORWARD PLAN [FOR INFORMATION]  [Item 12]

Declarations of Interest: None

Officers attending: Jess Edmundson, Partnership Committee Officer, SCC

Petitions, Public Questions, Statements: None

The Surrey Heath Local Committee were asked to note the forward plan and 
offer suggestions of any future items they would like to be included on the 
agenda.

Key points from the discussion:

 Members discussed the proposed agenda item on mental health 
provisions, reiterating the point it was essential to involve all the correct 
officers to ensure the item was as informative and well attended as 
possible. The start time of the October meeting was discussed and the 
possible suggestion of an earlier 4pm start was thrown out as too early, 
although it was noted it was a good idea to try to involve the younger 
generation.  

Resolution:

The Surrey Heath Local Committee agreed the items proposed for the next 
meeting on 4 October 2018.

Meeting ended at: 9.08 pm
_____________________________________________________________

Chairman
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Annex A
Surrey Heath Local Area Committee
14 June 2018
Open Public Question Time 

Question 1: Murray Rowlands
In the response to petition 4d; potholes on Heatherside it states roads are inspected, 
is this actually the case? I have received a letter in the past indicated that certain 
roads do not need attention. I am confused as to why this is the case as my road is 
used as a rat run and is a busy road that requires attention. 

Response from Jason Gosden: All roads are inspected. The frequency of the 
inspection is dependent on the use and class of the road. The inspectors have 
certain criteria to score the road against meaning that some pot holes do not meet 
the criteria on inspection but could soon deteriorate to be of a standard for 
intervention. These are all monitored by the contractors.  

Response from Edward Hawkins: I have started a petition to the Government for 
fairer funding for Surrey Roads and trust you have signed this.

Response from Bill Chapman: I’d like to remind everyone of the report it button on 
the Surrey County Council website. This is the easiest and quickest way to report pot 
holes on the road. 

Response from Charlotte Morley: The road you are talking about, Woodway, is on 
the list for resurfacing as a contingency scheme for 2018/19.

Question 2: Murray Rowlands
With regards to the recent disappointing Ofsted report of SCC children’s services. 
This problem has dated back to the 1990’s and further. Is it possible to receive 
information about the degree with which this is effecting the children in Surrey 
Heath?

Response from Bill Chapman: There has been large changes in the senior 
management at SCC, with a new Executive Director, Dave Hill recently being 
appointed. SCC are seeking expertise from outside the county and radical changes 
are happening. We can look in to the figures and see what can be found for Surrey 
Heath.
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A30 Camberley Town Centre Highway Improvements

Surrey Heath Local Committee
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Content

1. Camberley Town Centre Area Action Plan

2. Wider Context – Improvements in the Camberley area

3. A30 Town Centre Highway Improvements:

• Objectives

• Identified issues

• Public consultation

• Components

• Bus lane amendment

• Next steps & investment summary

4. Questions
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Camberley Town Centre Area Action Plan

Camberley Town Centre Area Action Plan (AAP) 2014 sets the 

vision for the town centre for the next 14 years.

The AAP vision is for the town centre to have:

• Thriving mixed use development

• An attractive street scene with high quality design 

• A good public transport system providing easy access to the 

town centre 

• Priority provision for pedestrians
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Wider Context - Improvements in the Camberley area

A331 Shared Footpath & Cycle Route

Meadows Gyratory

Camberley Town Centre Public Realm

Blackwater Valley Gold Grid: Quality Bus Corridor

A30 Camberley Town Centre Highway Improvements

� All projects being developed and delivered in partnership by SHBC & SCC

� Member Task Group established, meeting and reporting to LAC

� Project Management by shared SCC & SHBC Project Manager
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Reduce A30 peak hour delay for 

ALL traffic.

Support economic activity on the 

A30 and in Camberley town centre, 

including the London Road Block.

Create a public transport network 

that supports the Camberley Town 

Centre AAP.

Encourage sustainable travel to 

Camberley town centre.

Improve accessibility and safety for 

all road users, both to and within 

Camberley town centre and the 

A30, including people with 

disabilities.

Improve the quality of public realm, 

complementing the “Camberley 

Public Realm Improvements”.

A30 Town Centre Highway Improvements:

Objectives

Total cost of project: £5m (LGF £3.75m + LC £1.25m)

Business Case to EM3 LEP in August 2018

Construction in 2019 for 8 to12 months

Knoll Rd 

& High St  

junctionLondon 

Road 

Block & 

new 

junction

Lower 

Charles St

Grand 

Avenue 

junction

Frimley Road 

junction 
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What did we ask?

To assess the level of support for the proposals that form the A30 and Camberley Town Centre 
Highway Improvements scheme.

An opportunity to consult on the effectiveness of the A30, general travel patterns and transport 
issues in and around Camberley.

The A30 bus lane and how it can be used the most effectively. 

When?

8 weeks commencing 20th February 2017, in partnership with Surrey Heath Borough Council.   

What did people say?

523 responses to the questionnaire, plus 43 bus stop surveys. 

The response to the A30 bus lane question was split almost evenly, 45.8% of people supporting the 
removal of the bus lane entirely and 48.2% wanting the bus lane to remain in some form.

What are we including in the scheme?

The most important transport issue raised by respondents was congestion on the A30.

All supported improvements to access by all modes to Camberley town centre 

A30 Town Centre Highway Improvements:

Public Consultation
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Gateway features at Knoll Road and Grand Avenue

A30 London Road Block – new junction to facilitate access and egress

Optimisation of traffic signals along the A30 – more efficient network, reduce 

journey times and improve traffic flow for all vehicles

Improved pedestrian and cycle facilities – converted / widened shared footway 

/ cycle track on southern side of A30

Amended the A30 bus lane and improve signing

Retain kerbside parking

A30 Town Centre Highway Improvements:

Key Components
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A30 Town Centre Highway Improvements:

Bus Lane Amendment
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A30 Town Centre Highway Improvements:

Bus Lane Amendment
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A30 Town Centre Highway Improvements:

Bus Lane Amendment
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A30 Town Centre Highway Improvements:

Bus Lane Amendment
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A30 Town Centre Highway Improvements:

Bus Lane Amendment
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Continue with preliminary A30 designs and costing for the proposed improvements in 

preparation for the business case submission to the EM3 LEP in August.

A30 scheme must support:

• Town Centre AAP

• The London Road Block redevelopment and town centre ‘gateway’ (eastern end)

Bus Lane (proposed) recommendation:

• Remove between Park Street and Grande Avenue

• Retain between Grand Avenue and the A30 junction with Frimley Road

• Remove to the west of the A30 junction with Frimley Road

Reporting:

• Report to Local Area Committee – 14 June

• Report to Cabinet for decision – 17 July

• Business case submission to EM3 LEP – August

A30 Town Centre Highway Improvements:

Next Steps
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Scheme Bid Value LGF Local Contr. Source

Meadows (incl. A331) £4.9m £3.65m £1.25m SHBC/S106

A30 Camberley Town Centre 

Highway Improvement & LRB

£5m £3.75m £1.25m SHBC c£770k  

SCC c£480k

Camberley Public Realm £4.4m £3.5m £900k SHBC

BWV Gold Grid QBC £9m £4.5m £4.5m Bus operators

Total £23.3m £15.4m £7.9m

Investment Summary
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Questions
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Creating continuous and 

sustainable links to Blackwater 

Station, addressing severance 

and enhancing pedestrian & 

cycle access requested by local 

businesses in both Surrey and 

Hampshire.

Red, Orange & Green routes 

completed.

Blue Route under construction 

by HCC, to be completed 2018.

Wider Context – A331 Shared Footpath & Cycle Route
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Road 

widening 

to 3 lanes

Road 

widening to 

3 lanes

New right  turn 

lane into A331 

(southbound)

Increase 

length of 

queueing 

lane

‘Keep 

Clear’

markings

Wider Context – Meadows Gyratory

PROGRAMME

April 2018 SCC Cabinet approval to award contract

May 2018 Letter of Award issued to contractor

June/July 2018 On-site mobilisation

July 18 to Apr 19 Site works (8 to 10 months)

May 2019 Works complete
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EM3 LEP Funding secured in December 

2017.

Creating a coherent and integrated 

approach to town centre public realm 

generating economic, social and 

environmental benefits through an 

attractive environment. 

Reinforcing the High Street as an 

important hub for the community, 

increasing the quantity of open public 

space and enhancing safety & 

pedestrian priority, while maintaining 

access for vehicles.

Total cost of project: £4.4m

LGF £3.5m + LC £900k

Works expected to be completed by 

December 2019.

Wider Context – Camberley Town Centre Public Realm
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The Square 

redevelopment

London 

Road 

Block

Camberley Station 

redevelopment

Gold Grid corridor

Wider Context – Gold Grid: Quality Bus Corridor

Business Case submission to 

EM3 LEP in August 2018

Total cost of project: £9m

LGF £4.5m + LC £4.6m

Partnership with HCC.

Complementary sustainable 

passenger transport measures 

to improve connectivity in the 

Blackwater Valley area.

Support economic viability to 

deliver growth objectives.

Measures to make buses more 

reliable, reduce delays, allow 

shorter journey times, and 

improved service quality offer.
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• A331 Orange Route Cycle Scheme – constructed and being monitored.

• A331/A30 Meadows Gyratory – Contract awarded, planed to start July 2018 with 

construction through to April 2019.

• Camberley Public Realm Works- appointed consultant to design the works, construction 

planned 2019.

• A30 Town Centre Highway Improvements – Business Case in preparation for submission in 

August 2018.

• Blackwater Valley Gold Grid – developing business case for an August 2018 submission.

Progress Summary
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21

Proposed Camberley Residential Cycle Route
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Journey time between Pembroke Broadway & Frimley Road Co-op bus stops is timetabled at 5 mins.

Detailed real time data reports from w/c 8 Jan for Route 1 buses westbound in the afternoon peak 

period showed that: 

• 176 trips were logged (15.30 – 18.00)

• 89 trips operated on time

• 46 trips operated up to 1 minute late

• 30 trips operated up to 2 minutes late

• 11 trips operated up to 3 minutes late

50.5% of trips operated on time; 49.5% were delayed.

This shows the value of the bus lane during the peak period.

The proposals for the A30 will improve reliability and journey times for all modes.

To help with perceived confusion we are considering amending the bus lane operating hours.

A30 Town Centre Highway Improvements:

Bus Lane Amendment
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No sense of arrival in Camberley along 

A30 London Road

Poorly maintained carriageway surface 

on A30 London Road
Discontinuous bus lane on A30 London Road

Congestion observed on A30 London 

Road during peak periods, particularly on 

the approaches to the A30 London Road 

/ Frimley Road junction

On street parking reduces 

westbound carriageway to a 

single lane

Limited width within highway boundary to provide a 

continuous cycle route on A30 London Road

Steep gradient on Osnaburgh Hill and on street parking 

limits the potential to provide a cycle route

Bus route 1 travels on 

A30 London Road with 

limited benefit

A30 Town Centre Highway Improvements:

Identified Issues
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Excessive street furniture

Excessively large junction layout at the 

Knoll Road / Portesbery Road junction

Parking on footways narrows the 

effective footway width

Pedestrian crossings not 

on desire line

The shelter at bus stop G on 

A30 London Road reduces the 

effective footway width

Poor arrival experience from 

Camberley rail station

Poorly maintained and 

discontinuous cycle route
Some sections of northern footway 

do not serve any developments

Excessively large junction layout at the 

High Street / Portesbery Road junction

Over engineered junction layout 

at Park Street / Pembroke 

Broadway junction

A30 Town Centre Highway Improvements:

Identified Issues
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SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL

LOCAL COMMITTEE (SURREY HEATH)

DATE: 4 October 2018
SUBJECT: TRAFFIC ISLAND AT THE JUNCTION OF GREEN LANE AND 

CHERTSEY ROAD
DIVISION: BAGSHOT, WINDLESHAM AND CHOBHAM

PETITION DETAILS:

A petition has been received from the residents of Green Lane, Chobham. The 
petition contains 28 signatures which represents the majority of residents of this 
small cul-de-sac. The petition was received via a Parking Scheme Request 
Template that was sent to Surrey County Council’s Parking Team and the wording 
of the request / petition is;

“Restricted parking (double yellow lines) at Green Lane entrance, ‘Keep Left’ 
island at the entrance to Green Lane”

RESPONSE:

Green Lane emerges onto the A319 Chertsey Road at the eastern end of Watts 
Farm Parade, where there are a number of shops and food outlets. There is also a 
garage selling used cars at the eastern end of this parade of shops.

The plan above shows Chertsey Road running east away from High Street / 
Windsor Road. Green Lane is the ‘L’ shaped road on the south side of Chertsey 
Road at the right hand side of the plan.
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The following plan shows the Green Lane / Chertsey Road in closer detail, along 
with Watts Farm Parade.

The double yellow lines that have been requested have been approved and are 
being advertised.

The problem that residents of Green Lane are experiencing comes from vehicles 
turning in from Chertsey Road onto the exit side of the junction. In the following 
photograph, Green Lane can be seen in the distance and vehicles are turning from 
Chertsey Road over Green Lane’s give way lines (the double row of broken white 
lines);
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Members may be aware that a one way system was recently introduced into Watts 
Farm Parade, with the direction of travel being from the Green Lane end, 
westwards towards Barnmead. This direction was chosen because the existing 
traffic island at the end of Barnmead would make access for larger vehicles much 
more difficult. Some lorries would not be able to turn into Barnmead and then into 
Watts Farm Parade. This island can be seen below;

In additional correspondence, the petitioner advised that the problem that 
residents are experiencing has been made worse by the introduction of the one-
way system and it is true that all vehicles should now be entering Watts Farm 
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Parade from the Green Lane end whereas previously some of these vehicles 
would have entered from Barnmead.

Introducing an island into the mouth of Green Lane would be similarly restrictive as 
the one in Barnmead and vehicle tracking software, which models the “swept path” 
of vehicle movements, shows that any island would prevent access into Watts 
Farm Parade for larger vehicles. It is acknowledged that certain deliveries to the 
establishments in Watts Farm Parade are made with the vehicles parking on 
Chertsey Road but this cannot be taken as a reason to introduce an island that 
would physically prevent access to the Parade. It should be remembered that 
whilst the Barnmead island restricted access to Watts Farm Parade for larger 
vehicles when the Parade was two-way, it did not deny access because these 
vehicles could still get in from the other end. 

The existing on-street parking at the Green Lane junction is likely to be 
exacerbating the problem of vehicles entering on the wrong side of the junction. 
Any parking will tend to cause vehicles entering from Chertsey Road to be further 
into the junction and the introduction of double yellow lines should improve the 
situation. Although a physical island is not appropriate, it may be possible to 
amend the existing lining at the junction to influence the line that drivers take when 
entering the road. A “virtual island”, created with white lining material, might be 
possible and officers can investigate this further. The cost of any such changes 
would be funded from the Surrey Heath revenue budget.

RECOMMENDATION

The Local Committee is asked to:

(i) Note that a physical traffic island is inappropriate in this location but that 
some changes to the existing lining will be investigated and 
implemented if appropriate.

Contact Officer: Andrew Milne, Area Highways Manager (NW)
0300 200 1003
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Question 1: Murray Rowlands, local resident:

Is Surrey Heath moving towards having no post 16 adult and continuing education which 
seems to follow from the Borough's planning proposal to close the France Hill Adult 
Education Centre for housing development? This is further emphasised by Tomlinscote 
School's decision to close its sixth form without any public consultation. It leaves the 
Borough in the unique situation of having virtually no post 16 education and training 
apart from Collingwood College and little indication that both Councils have adopted an 
adequate supply side economic strategy for Surrey Heath.

Answer from the Chairman on behalf of the committee:

The Borough’s Planning document indicates the potential of the France Hill Drive site for 
possible residential development but this identification of the site for possible future use 
as residential is do with planning status of the land and does not automatically lead to 
the concerns expressed in the question regarding future post 16 adult and continuing 
education provision in the Borough. 
The Camberley Learning Centre on France Hill Drive is owned by Surrey County 
Council. The Camberley Centre is one of our largest centres, offering learning 
opportunities to 1668 learners, totalling 6118 course hours (2017-18 figures).
The success of the centre is evident through the wide range of provision that meets a 
high proportion of the local needs of the community.

SURREY HEATH LOCAL COMMITTEE 

DATE: 4 OCTOBER 2018
SUBJECT: WRITTEN PUBLIC QUESTIONS x 1

DIVISION: SURREY HEATH
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SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL

LOCAL COMMITTEE (SURREY HEATH)         
DATE: 4 OCTOBER 2018

LEAD 
OFFICER:

ANDREW MILNE - AREA HIGHWWAY MANAGER (NW)

SUBJECT: HIGHWAYS UPDATE
AREA(S)
AFFECTED:

ALL

SUMMARY OF ISSUE:

To report progress made with the delivery of proposed highways and developer 
funded schemes, and revenue funded works for the 2018/19 financial year.

To provide an update on the latest budgetary position for highway schemes and 
revenue maintenance.

To report on relevant topical highways matters.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
The Local Committee (Surrey Heath) is asked to note:
i) The progress with the ITS highways and developer funded schemes, and 

revenue funded works for the 2018/19 financial year.
ii) The budgetary position.
iii) That a further Highways Update will be brought to the next meeting of this 

Committee.
iv) The revised Local Transport Strategy (LTS) Forward Programme which is 

attached as Annex 4 and is invited to provide feedback on this updated 
Forward Programme through the Area Highway Manager, copied to 
tamsin.ward@surreycc.gov.uk, by the 4th November 2018.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS:

The above recommendations are made to enable progression of all highway 
related schemes and works.

1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND:

1.1 Surrey County Council’s Local Transport Plan (LTP) states the aim of 
improving the highway network for all users, through measures such as 
reducing congestion, improving accessibility, reducing personal injury 
accidents, improving the environment and maintaining the highway network so 
that it is safe for all users.  

2  ANALYSIS:

2.1 Local Committee finance

Revenue budget 2018/19

2.1.1 The revenue budget for the 2018/19 financial year has been increased 
to £168,182. Up to 25% of this money can be used for investigation, 
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planning and design of schemes, the rest must be used for scheme 
delivery. This can also be used for part funding to unlock Community 
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and developer funding.

2.1.2 As outlined in the latest Parking Review, the higher than usual number 
of changes proposed within Surrey Heath has increased the cost of the 
works and will require a contribution of £5,000 from the 2018/19 Local 
Committee revenue budget.

Capital budget 2018/19

2.1.3 The capital budget for the 2018/19 financial year has been confirmed 
as £36,363 (unchanged from the budget for 2017/18).

Other funding sources 2018/19

2.1.4 In addition to the above capital budget a combination of developer 
contributions have been allocated for highway improvements in the 
2018/19 financial year totalling £395,000. Bisley Parish Council have also 
agreed to contribute £3,750 towards the Church Lane speed limit 
scheme. The combination of these funds gives a total ITS budget of 
£435,113.

2.1.5 Surrey County Council Officers are currently working with Surrey Heath 
Borough Council Officers and relevant Local Members to identify 
opportunities for spending Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) moneys 
allocated to Parish Councils and local Wards in delivering local highway 
schemes already identified on the Surrey Heath highway schemes list.

2.2 Local Committee capital works programme 2018/19

2.2.1 The Highways Update report presented to the Local Committee on 30 
November 2017 outlined recommendations for the Local Committee’s 
capital budget for the upcoming financial year. The Local Committee 
approved the proposed schemes identified in Table 2 of that report. The 
list has been updated to include the High Street (Bagshot) improvements 
funded by developer contributions approved by the committee in 
December 2016 and is shown in Table 1 below.

2.2.2 Since the Local Committee approved the list in November 2017, Bisley 
Parish Council have approved a contribution of £3,750 towards the 
Church Lane scheme.

2.2.3 In addition to the above, the carriageway maintenance scheme approved 
for Wimbledon Road (Old Dean, Camberley) has now been delivered via 
central funding.  As a result the scheme has been removed from Table 1 
below and replaced by Greyfriars Drive, Bisley as the next priority 
scheme of a similar cost.

2.2.4 As previously agreed by the Local Committee, a flexible approach will be 
taken in progressing schemes based on the available budget.
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Table 1 - 2018/19 Capital works program

Scheme Name Scheme Type/Limits Progress Estimated 
Cost

A30 London Road
(Developer 
contribution 
scheme)

Construct - Construction of a 
shared cycle lane between 
Waitrose and The Maultway 
roundabout

Detailed design 
complete.  Scheme 

priced.  Consultation 
undertaken.  

Construction due to 
start autumn 2018.

£340,000

High Street, 
Bagshot
(Developer 
Contribution 
scheme)

Consultation, Design and 
Construction - Public 
consultation and 
implementation of developer 
funded improvements in the 
village centre

Revised options have 
been designed.  The 
Parish Council have 
been consulted and 
identified a 
preferred option.  
Wider public 
consultation to be 
undertaken.

£130,000

Church Lane, 
Bisley (£3,750 
contribution from 
Parish Council)

Design and Construct - Extend 
current 30mph speed limit to 
include all residential properties

Detailed design 
completed.  Cost 

estimate received. £7,500

Gibbet Lane, 
Camberley

Design and Construct - 
Determine appropriate scheme 
for 20mph speed limit and 
implement

Speed surveys 
complete and the 

results indicate 
traffic calming 
measures are 

needed to enable a 
20mph limit to be 

introduced.

£5,000

Greyfriars Drive, 
Bisley

Carriageway Maintenance - Full 
Length

Complete
£35,550

Oakwood  Rd, 
Windlesham

Carriageway Maintenance - 
From boundarys of no's 12/14 
to end of culdesac

Contingency Scheme 
£8,500

Burr Hill Road, 
Chobham

Carriageway Maintenance - 
From Delta Rd to J/W Windsor 
Court Rd

Contingency Scheme 
£55,170

Windsor Court 
Road, Chobham

Carriageway Maintenance - 
From Windsor Court Rd to J/W 
Bowling Green Rd

Contingency Scheme 
£53,685

Berkshire Road, 
Camberley

Carriageway Maintenance - 
Whole length

Contingency Scheme 
£134,200

Elizabeth Avenue, 
Bagshot

Carriageway Maintenance - 
Whole length

Contingency Scheme 
£59,680

Orchard Way, 
Camberley

Carriageway Maintenance - 
Link outside Orchard Court

Contingency Scheme 
£17,680

Woodway, 
Camberley

Carriageway Maintenance - Full 
Length

Contingency Scheme 
£7,200
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St Catherines Rd/ 
Regent Way, 
Frimley

Carriageway Maintenance - 
From point adjacent to no. 2 
Regent way for a distance 0f 
63m down towards St 
Catherines Rd

Contingency Scheme 

£12,735

Belton Road Carriageway Maintenance - Full 
Length

Contingency Scheme 
£62,880

Gosnell Close, 
Camberley

Carriageway Maintenance - 
Whole cul de sac

Contingency Scheme £27,315

Higgs Lane, 
Bagshot

Carriageway Maintenance - Cul 
de sac section from outside no's 
2 to 6 

Contingency Scheme 
£3,645

Saddleback Road 
/ Rowan Close, 
Camberley

Carriageway Maintenance - 
From junction with Larch Close 
to end of cul de sac

Contingency Scheme 
£37,840

Regent Way, 
Frimley

Carriageway Maintenance - 
From outside no.19 to outside 
no.29

Contingency Scheme 
£3,408

Robins Bow, 
Camberley

Carriageway Maintenance - 
Whole Length

Contingency Scheme 
£22,000

Dell Grove, 
Frimley

Carriageway Maintenance - 
Whole Length

Contingency Scheme £14,520

Spencer Close, 
Frimley Green 

Carriageway Maintenance - 
Whole length

Contingency Scheme £3,500

T3019 Town Path, 
Camberley

Carriageway Maintenance - 
TOWNPATH  
from The Avenue to The Recreat
ion  Ground

Contingency Scheme 

£10,500

Lupin Close, 
Bagshot

Carriageway Maintenance - 
Whole length

Contingency Scheme 
£10,215

Windle Close, 
Windlesham

Carriageway Maintenance - Full 
Length

Contingency Scheme £34,550

2.3 Local Committee revenue works programme 2018/19

2.3.1 Table 2 below shows the spend progress to date.

Table 2 - 2018/19 Revenue Maintenance Expenditure

Item Allocation (£) Committed Spend to 
date (£)

Revenue 
maintenance 
allocation

168,182 118,509

Contractor OHP Included in 
allocation figure

4,409

Total 168,182 125,968
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2.4 Member Highway Fund 2018/19

2.4.1 Each County Councillor has a Member Highway Fund allocation of 
£7,500 for 2018/19.  The Lead Cabinet Member for Place has issued 
guidelines on how this allocation can be spent and these are attached 
at Annex 1.  Members have also been provided with schedule of 
approximate rates to give them a guide on costs for different types of 
works.  This schedule is attached at Annex 2.

2.4.2 The Maintenance Engineer for Surrey Heath will provide guidance and 
assistance, organise cost estimates, and raise orders to ensure 
delivery of works.

2.4.3 To ensure that this fund is effectively spent, and to enable highways 
contractors to deliver works before the end of the financial year, all 
works should be agreed by 31 October 2018.

2.4.4 In the event of no firm spending decisions being made, the 
Maintenance Engineer will determine suitable works and organise their 
delivery.  

2.4.5 A summary of spend progress is shown in Table 3.
Table 3 – 2018/19 Member Highway Fund spend progress

Member Allocation 
(£)

Spend to date (£)

Bill Chapman 7,500 1,070

Edward 
Hawkins

7,500 650  

Mike 
Goodman

7,500 5,000  

Charlotte 
Morley

7,500 2,500

Paul Deach 7,500 5,000  

David 
Mansfield

7,500 0 committed

Total 45,000 14,220 committed

2.5 Parking 

2.5.1 The recommendations of the 2018 parking review were considered by 
the Local Committee at its meeting on 12 April 2018. The agreed 
proposals were advertised on 8 August 2018 and the closing date for 
objections and comments was 12 September 2018. The feedback is 
being analysed and collated prior to being shared with councillors for 
their consideration.
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Other highway related matters

2.6 Customer services 

2.6.1 The total number of enquiries received for the six months between 
January and June 2018 is 91,245, an average of 15,208 per month.  This 
is a 40% increase on the number received during the same period in 
2017 and reflects the huge effect of the severe weather and subsequent 
defects.

2.6.2 For Surrey Heath specifically, 6,627 enquiries have been received since 
January of which 2,817 (43%) were directed to the local area office for 
action, of these 95% have been resolved.  This response rate is slightly 
above the countywide average of 93%.   

2.6.3 For the first half of 2018, Highways received 162 Stage 1 complaints 
(down 18% from 2017) of which 13 were for the Surrey Heath area.  In 
addition one has been escalated to stage 2 of the complaints process 
where the service was found not to be at fault.   

2.7 Major schemes

2.7.1 Meadows Gyratory Major Improvement Scheme

2.7.1.1 The main elements of the scheme including the following:

 Creating a new right turn from the A30 in Blackwater so 
drivers can head on to the A331 southbound towards Frimley 
and the M3 without using the main roundabout

 Lengthening the queuing lane for drivers approaching on the 
A331 from Frimley and the M3

 New traffic lights with better timings so drivers can go around 
the roundabout with in less time

 Improving the crossings for pedestrians and cyclists

2.7.1.2 Works on the gyratory commenced July 2018 and are 
progressing to schedule. 

2.7.1.3 The county council are committed to minimising congestion and 
delays during the main works.  Activities requiring lane closures 
will therefore take place at night.  In addition, ‘Intelligent’ 
temporary traffic signals which monitor traffic and adjust the 
phasing of the lights are being used to help keep traffic moving.  

2.7.1.4 The first stages of work are on the A30 Blackwater approach 
and A321 Sandhurst approach. There have been some delays 
to traffic travelling to/from Hampshire on the A30 across the 
Blackwater River bridge. However, this has been caused by 
works on Hampshire County Council roads and is not related to 
works at the Meadows gyratory.  

2.7.1.5 The county council’s Works Communication team are keeping 
businesses and residents informed on works progress on a 
regular basis. Face to face sessions have been organised with 
businesses and this will continue throughout the construction 
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period. To receive regular updates and to view detailed plans 
visit www.A331.today.

2.7.2 A30/Camberley Town Centre Highway Improvements

2.7.2.1 The total estimated scheme cost is £5 million and a funding bid 
for £3.75m was submitted to Enterprise M3 LEP on 31 Aug 
2018. This joint bid with Surrey Heath Borough Council has 
match funding amounting to £1.25m (£0.48m from Surrey 
County Council and £0.77m from  Surrey Heath Borough 
Council £0.77). 

2.7.2.2 The scheme consists of a package of transport improvement 
measures for the A30 and Camberley Town Centre highway 
network. The proposed changes aim to reduce peak hour 
delays along the A30, maintain bus reliability and improve 
accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists on routes to and within 
Camberley town centreThe scheme includes the following 
proposals:

 Optimisation of traffic signals along the A30 to help improve 
network efficiency and reduce journey times

 Pedestrian and cycle improvements on the southern side of 
A30.

 Amendments at the A30/Frimley Road junction to assist bus 
turning movements and improve traffic flow through this 
junction.

 Reducing the length of the bus lane along the A30 (but 
retaining the core section between Grand Avenue and 
Frimley Road) and reviewing/improving the bus lane signing. 

 Development of a “Gateway” feature for Camberley Town 
Centre at Knoll Road and Grand Avenue.

 Pedestrian and cyclist improvements at the junctions of the 
A30 with Knoll Road, The Avenue, Park Street and High 
Street.

 Junction improvements to facilitate access and egress from 
the London Road Block development. 
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2.7.2.3 In addition, as part of the review of the bus lane, a proposed 
extension of operating hours to Monday to Sunday 7 a.m. to 7 
p.m. will also be consulted upon. 

2.7.3 Blackwater Quality Bus Partnership (previously referred to as Gold Grid)

2.7.3.1 A bid was submitted to the Enterprise M3 LEP on 31 August 
2018 for £4.5 million funding. The budget for this cross border 
improvements joint bid with Hampshire County Council is 
broken down as £3m for Surrey County Council and £1.5m for 
Hampshire County Council. Match funding for the bid is being 
provided by the bus operator, Stagecoach. 

2.7.3.2 The Blackwater Valley Quality Bus Corridor (QBC) scheme 
aims to improve public transport provision across the 
Blackwater Valley area and enhance connectivity to key step-up 
and growth towns within Surrey and neighbouring Hampshire. 
The project aims to increase patronage by improving bus 
reliability and journey time and by offering better passenger 
waiting facilities and greater access to information. These 
measures will make it more attractive for people to use public 
transport, and this will support the economic growth expected in 
Aldershot, Farnborough and Camberley.

2.7.3.3 The improvements are split into 3 categories; traffic 
management measures to improve reliability of bus operations 
including intelligent bus priority at traffic signals etc.,  
improvements to passenger infrastructure (i.e. at bus stops and 
shelters) and passenger information.

2.8 Surrey Heath Local Transport Strategy (LTS)

2.8.1 The Surrey Heath LTS forms part of Surrey County Council’s Local 
Transport Plan (LTP) and was adopted in 2015; it has not been 
formally updated since. The strategy is intended to support the growth 
set out within Surrey Heath Borough Council’s Local Plan and provide 
a programme of transport infrastructure required to deliver this growth. 
It draws together a broad evidence base together with a forward 
programme of aspirational infrastructure improvements to provide a 
basis for future funding bids.  The Surrey Heath LTS is published 
online here:  www.surreycc.gov.uk/localtransportstrategies. 

2.8.2 The Forward Programme is an annex to the LTS and it has been 
reviewed by officers in the last 3-4 months to update details of 
identified infrastructure schemes. This is the first review of the forward 
programme since it was published in 2015; the forward programme will 
be reviewed annually going forwards to ensure it remains up to date 
and relevant.

2.8.3 The forward programme currently published was based on Surrey 
Heath Borough Council’s 2012 Core Strategy which took into account 
developing needs within Surrey Heath. A full review of the LTS will take 
place in line with the emerging Surrey Heath Local Plan to take 
account of changes. 

2.8.4 This first annual update reviews each scheme, recognising that some 
schemes within the original forward programme have now been 
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completed, and that others may have been re-scoped.  The completed 
schemes are detailed in Annex 3 of this report. 

2.8.5 The Local Committee is asked to note the revised Forward Programme 
which is attached as Annex 4 and is invited to provide feedback on this 
updated Forward Programme through the Area Highway Manager, 
copied to tamsin.ward@surreycc.gov.uk, by the 4th November 2018.  
After this date, the Forward Programme will be uploaded to our website 
to replace the previous version at 
www.surreycc.gov.uk/localtransportstrategies.

2.9 Centrally funded maintenance

2.9.1 Table 4 below shows the Horizon 2 Surrey Heath Roads programme for 
2018/19 and the progress made in delivering the schemes.

Table 4 – 2018/19 Horizon 2 Surrey Heath Roads Programme

Horizon 2 – 2018/19 Carriageway Programme [Surrey Heath]
Road 
Name Location Limits Type of 

work Status
Bagshot By -
Pass 
(Southbound)

Bagshot Approach to New 
Road Traffic 
Signals 
(Southbound)

Major 
Maintenance Complete

Balmoral 
Drive

Camberley Frimley Green 
Road to 
Buckingham 
Way

Surface 
Dressing

Complete

Brentmoor 
Road

West End Hook Lane to 
Guildford Road

Surface 
Dressing Complete

Chertsey 
Road

Windlesham Burma Road 
roundabout to 
Windsor Road

Major 
Maintenance Complete

Chertsey 
Road

Chobham High Street to 
Chobham Park 
Lane

Surface 
Dressing Complete

Chobham 
Road

Chobham Chertsey Road 
R/A to County 
Boundary

Surface 
Dressing Complete

Deepcut 
Bridge 
Road

Deepcut
Newfoundland 
to Swordsman 
Road (Incl 
Roundabout)

Major 
Maintenance Complete

Deepcut 
Bridge 
Road

Camberley Old Bisley 
Road to 
Swordsman 
Road

Surface 
Dressing Complete

Gordon 
Avenue

Camberley Frimley Road 
to Gordon 
Road

Micro 
Asphalt Complete
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Green Hill 
Road

Camberley Copped Hill 
Drive to 
Chobham 
Road

Micro 
Asphalt

Complete

Kingston 
Road

Camberley Caesars Camp 
to Surbiton 
Road 
(including 
roundabout)

Major 
Maintenance

Complete

Melville 
Avenue

Camberley Alphington 
Avenue to 
Caroline Way

Micro 
Asphalt Awaiting 

programming

Upper 
Park Road

Camberley Heathcote 
Road to 
Church Hill

Surface 
Dressing Complete

Waverley 
Drive

Camberley Church Hill to 
Claremont 
Avenue

Surface 
Dressing Complete

Wimbledon 
Road

Camberley 35 Berkshire 
Road to 53 
Wimbledon 
Road

Major 
Maintenance Complete

2.9.2 Table 5 below shows the Horizon 2 Surrey Heath Pavement 
(Footway) programme for 2018/19 and the progress made in 
delivering the schemes.

Table 5 – 2018/19 Horizon 2 Surrey Heath Pavement Programme

Horizon 2 – 2018/19 Pavement (Footway) Programme [Surrey Heath]
Road 
Name Location Limits Type of 

work Status
Cooper 
Road

Windlesham Updown Hill to 
end (both sides)

Footway 
Slurry

Programmed 
November 2018

Dukes 
Covert

Bagshot Full length (both 
sides)

Footway 
Slurry

Programmed 
October 2018

Govett 
Grove

Windlesham TBC Footway 
Slurry

Programmed 
November 2018

Woodlands 
Lane / 
Updown Hill

Windlesham TBC Footway 
Slurry Programmed 

November 2018

 Larchwood 
Glade

Camberley Full length 
(northern side)

Footway 
Slurry

Programmed 
October 2018

Leslie Road Chobham Full length (both 
sides)

Footway 
Slurry

Programmed 
December 2018

London 
Road

Bagshot Lambourne Drive 
to School Lane 
(eastern side)

Footway 
Slurry Programmed 

December 2018

Verran 
Road

Camberley Full length (both 
sides)

Footway 
Slurry

Programmed 
October 2018
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Windsor 
Road

Chobham Chertsey Road to 
Red Lion Road 
(western side)

Footway 
Slurry

Programmed 
December 2018

2.10 Road safety

2.10.1 Table 6 below shows the Surrey Heath road safety programme for 
2018/19 and the progress made in delivering the schemes.

Table 6 – 2018/19 Surrey Heath Road Safety Programme

Scheme Name Detail Update

Red Road Jct 
Macdonald 
Road, Lightwater

Introduce antiskid 
surfacing and bollards to 
help improve safety at 
the junction.

Measures due to be 
introduced before the 
end of September 
2018.

2.11 Passenger Transport

2.11.1 Nothing to report.

2.12 Street Lighting

2.12.1 The County Council’s Street Lighting engineers are currently 
investigating the potential of converting all of the current street lights to 
LEDs.  A detailed report will be taken to the County Council’s Cabinet in 
the autumn for a final decision.   

2.13 Other key information, strategy and policy development

2.13.1 Nothing to report.

3 OPTIONS:

3.1 Options where appropriate have been presented in this report.

4 CONSULTATIONS:

4.1 Consultation is routinely carried out for highway-related schemes with relevant 
key parties, including residents, Local Members, Surrey Police and Safety 
Engineering.  Specific details regarding consultation and any arising legal 
issues are included in individual scheme reports as appropriate.

5 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:

5.1 Proposed ITS schemes are prioritised to ensure that the maximum public 
benefit is gained from any funding made available.  So far as is practicable, 
Officer proposals follow the Countywide scheme assessment process 
(CASEM) and the prioritisation order determined by this. 

5.2 The Committee Capital and Revenue Maintenance budgets are used to target 
the most urgent sites where a specific need arises, to keep up with general 
maintenance activities that reduce the need for expensive repairs in the future, 
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and to support local priorities.  The nature of these works is such that spend 
may vary slightly from that indicated.

6 WIDER IMPLICATIONS:

6.1 It is an objective of Surrey Highways to treat all users of the public highway 
equally and with understanding.  An Equalities Impact Assessment is 
undertaken for each Integrated Transport Scheme as part of the design 
process.

Area assessed: Direct Implications:

Crime and Disorder No significant implications

Equality and Diversity No significant implications
Localism (including community 
involvement and impact) No significant implications

Sustainability (including Climate 
Change and Carbon Emissions) No significant implications

Corporate Parenting/Looked 
After Children No significant implications

Safeguarding responsibilities for 
vulnerable children and adults  No significant implications

Public Health No significant implications

7 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

7.1 The Committee is asked to note the progress with all schemes and budgets.

7.2 It is recommended that a further Highways Update is presented at the next 
meeting of this Committee. 

8 WHAT HAPPENS NEXT:

8.1 Officers will continue to progress delivery of all schemes and ensure effective 
use of all budgets. 

Contact Officer:
Jason Gosden – Senior Engineer (NW) - Tel: 0300 200 1003

Consulted:
-

Annexes:
Annex 1 – Member Highway Fund Guidance
Annex 2 – Highway Works Cost Schedule
Annex 3 – Surrey Heath Forward Programme Completed Schemes
Annex 4 – Surrey Heath Updated Forward Programme

Background papers:
-
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Member’s individual allowance, £7.5k for each member

The highways service in Surrey spends approximately £70m a year keeping the highway safe and 
ensuring it is fit for purpose for users. However, there is much in your own divisions that will not be 
centrally funded because it does not meet the safety/fit for purpose criteria, but is important to your 
communities. This could include things such as tidying up footpaths or sections of highway, repairing 
fences and signs, installing grit bins, or cutting back overhanging vegetation. This allocation enables 
you to address these types of issues. 

The allocation can be used for anything that provides a benefit to the community on the highway or 
any area of land in local authority ownership (County, Borough & Districts, Parish and Town 
Councils). You are encouraged to work closely with Parish and Town Councils, Residents Associations 
and your Borough/District Council to identify local priorities, and even provide match funding to 
enable your allocation to go further.

Many of these organisation will have agreements in place to help deliver some of this work.

All of this will be co-ordinated with the support of your local highways team.

The decision on what is a local priority is for you to determine, however there are some constraints 
to avoid creating longer term problems. 

 New items can be put on the highway but we will not permit them to become a future 
financial liability to the county. If they are damaged or life expired they will not be replaced, 
unless additional money is provided by either the member or the local committee.

 Where items need regular maintenance such as the topping up of grit bins the cost will be 
included in the price for a set period.  At the end of this period this item will be removed 
unless it is funded again

 This allocation is aimed at delivery and not for investigating, planning and design, unless 
design is part of overall cost. Each project must not be more than £2.5k but you can use the 
allowance to part pay for delivery of an item and unlock additional funding to benefit your 
division.

 You can plant ornamental trees to enhance communities in agreement with local highways 
officers and the highways arboriculture team, where there is community agreement for the 
future maintenance and guidance will be given for this.  Planting is carried out between 
October and December and requests need to be in by July.

We will put together an approximate schedule of rates to give members a guide

Once spending is agreed, we will respond to all requests with a final price and a time scale for 
delivery this will include any traffic management and consultation requirements.

This is revenue money and needs to be spent within this financial year so this money needs to be 
allocated as early as possible to allow time for planning and delivery.
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Type Name Approximate Costs 
Without TM for works duration

Approximate Timescale Comments Maintenance Implications

Individual items 

Bollards – there is a range of bollards from   
concrete, metal to hardwood.  Prices can 
vary dramatically, your Maintenance 
Engineer can advised 

£200-£450 per bollard 28 Days In footway or verge Often installed where problems exist: so are often 
damaged.  Can impact on verge cutting 

Traffic sign £50 per 600mm sign 28 Days On to existing pole Potential conflict with de-cluttering initiative 
Direction or information sign on existing  
pole £50 per sign 3 Months 

Post for traffic sign £160 per 76mm dia post 3 Months  This is for a single post on a low speed road 

Reflective bollard for traffic island - Non 
illuminated £380  - per bollard 3 Months 

Reflective bollard - Solar Powered £1,100 – per bollard 3 Months 

Standard street lamp and column £2,600 – per column 1 Year  Up to 5m column plus connection 

Advance direction sign (ADS) £750 – for a very small sign 1 Year Based on a standard size. However some can be 
£10K 

Road gulley and connection (up to 3 metre 
connection) £1,500  per gulley  28 Days 

Traffic management costs can be high 
depending on location.  There needs to be a 
drainage system for the gulley to connect into 

Tree planting, including small tree and tree 
pit £750 –  per pit 3 Months, Seasonal  Tree pits can only go in where there is 

sufficient pavement width 

Footway, dropped kerb £700 – in residential area 3 Months Pram crossing including tactile. 

Guardrail £200 – per section 3 Months 2m length, standard galvanised Potential maintenance liability - Frequently need 
replacing 

Gulley tanker and jetter £750 per day 28 Days 

Gulley tanker, jetter and CCTV £1,400 per day 28 Days This includes CCTV analysis 

Gulley tanker and jetter with traffic 
management £1,200 per day 28 Days 

Community gang with hand tool for 
vegetation clearance, verge reinstatement, 
sign cleansing etc. 

£600 per day 28 Days These gangs can be used for a variety of minor 
works 

Road gang for potholes, kerbs, paving – for 
minor roads where traffic management is 
minimal.  On average a gang can fix approx. 
10 potholes per day. 

£600 per day 28 Days Including compressor/breaker and materials. 

Road gang for potholes, kerbs, paving – 
where TM (traffic management) is needed £1,100 per day 28 Days 

Including compressor/breaker and materials. 
TM gang is for specialist TM at higher risk 
locations.  

Tree work gang for high level work.  
Additional costs for traffic management 
maybe need in some locations 

£750 per day 3 Months Day rate including tools and clearance. 
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Weed spraying £0.04 per m2 28 Days 

For the work to be attractive you would need 
to do several thousand sq metres.  Prices to 
treat the whole highway of each District / 
Borough are available 

  

Road marking gang £750 per day 3 Months Day rate inclusive of materials.     

          

Capital 

Local Structural Repair (planning and inlay) 
– minimum area (TBC) required but Officers 
will try to batch work.  Traffic management 
maybe extra depending on location – this 
applies to all capital works below 

£40 per m2 (40mm)  3 Months Road surface is mechanically ground out and 
re-laid with macadam.   

Capital 
maintenance 
programmes 

Local Structural Repair- overlay £25 per m2 (40mm) 3 Months Macadam surface is laid over existing surface 
and "cut in" at joints.   

Micro asphalt £8 per m2 1 Year (specialist programme) Low cost overdressing.   

Footway: macadam resurface £35 per m2 3 Months Removed existing surface and replacing   

Footway: lift slabs and replace with 
macadam £50 per m2 3 Months Dispose of existing and replace with macadam   

Footway: replace slabs £70 per m2 (standard PCC slab) 3 Months     

Footway: replace blockwork £70 per m2 (standard blocks) 3 Months     

Footway slurry £4 per m2 1 Year (specialist programme)     

Anti-skid treatment £32 per m2 1 Year (specialist programme)     

    Timescales from initial 
instruction     

ITS Traffic Island <£15K 1 year design and build Assumes road is wide enough and power 
supply nearby. Often damaged (especially bollards). 

All schemes' costs 
and timescales can 

be affected by 
location of 
statutory 

undertaker’s plant 
and the need for 

diversionary works. 
 

Many schemes can 
incorporate a 

number of different 
measures. 

Pair of mobility ramps (including tactile 
paving) <£15K 1 Year design and build Location may be subject to designing round 

utility covers/drainage.   

Kerb build out <£15K 1 Year design and build Likely works required also.   

Pair of speed cushions <£15K 1 Year design and build Scope for 1 year timescale subject to positive 
outcome from statutory consultation. Dependant on materials / volume of traffic. 

Raised table (full width) £15K - £30K Design year 1,  
build year 2 

Subject to positive outcome from statutory 
consultation. Dependant on materials / volume of traffic. 

Bus stop kerb works <£15K 1 Year design and build Can result in extra works due to levels and bus 
shelter locations.   

Priority Give Way <£15K 1 Year design and build Assumes kerb buildout also required.   

Vehicle Activated Sign/ Variable Message 
Sign  <£15K 1 Year design and build Suitability of power type (electrical vs solar) a 

consideration. 
Limited life to replacement / obsolete in some 

instances 

Pedestrian refuge £15K - £30K 1 Year design and build 
Power supply nearby. Assumes road is wide 
enough. Possible significant lighting and 
drainage works. 

Often damaged (especially bollards). 
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Signals study £15K - £30K 1 Year study Study includes surveys and modelling work.   

Mini roundabout £30K - £50K Design year 1,  
build year 2 

Cost dependant on lighting, drainage and 
deflection requirements (eg new islands, kerb 
realignment). 

  

Junction table £30K - £50K Design year 1,  
build year 2 

Subject to positive outcome from statutory 
consultation. Dependant on materials / volume of traffic. 

Zebra crossing £30K - £100K Design year 1,  
build year 2 

Most zebra crossings require other works (eg 
kerb realignment, surfacing, street lighting).   

Traffic calming - Rural £30K - £100K Design year 1,  
build year 2 

Costs depend on size of scheme, complexity 
and desired speed outcome. Measures most 
likely to include signs, lines and gateways. 

  

Traffic calming - urban £50K - £100K Design year 1,  
build year 2 

Costs depend on size of scheme, complexity 
and desired speed outcome. Measures most 
likely to cushions, tables, buildouts. 

  

Footway widening to achieve cycleway £50K - £100K Design year 1,  
build year 2 

Depending on spec, lighting and length of 
scheme.   

Puffin/Toucan pedestrian/cycle crossing £100K - £250K Design year 1,  
build year 2 

Road widths, footway widths, driveways, 
drainage, levels, power, lighting can all affect 
costs. 

Power and service costs. 

Signalised Equestrian Crossing £100K - £250K Design year 1,  
build year 2 

Road widths, footway widths, driveways, 
drainage, levels, power, lighting and suitability 
of approach paths can add significantly to costs. 

Power and service costs. 

Cycleway or footway construction on verge £100K - £250K Design year 1,  
build year 2 

Depending on spec, lighting, land availability 
and length of scheme.   

Cycleway widening £100K - £250K Design year 1,  
build year 2 

Depending on stats, spec, lighting. Scope for 1 
year timescale (consultation).   

Signalised junction - three way £100K - £500K Design year 1,  
build year 2 

Road widths, footway widths, driveways, 
drainage, levels, power, lighting can all affect 
costs. 

Power and service costs. 

Pelican/Toucan (if on dual carriageway) £250K+ Design year 1,  
build year 2 

Road widths, footway widths, driveways, 
drainage, levels, power, lighting can all affect 
costs. 

Power and service costs. 

Public realm improvements £500K+ Design year 1 +2,  
build year 3 

May require significant consultation and lead 
in. Specialist materials for future matching. 
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Last updated: Sept. 2018 Surrey Heath Draft Forward Programme Completed schemes

Scheme ID Location and scheme / package description Scheme purpose Transport type

2 (2014) M3 Smart (Managed) Motorway

To improve the M3 between 

junctions

2-4a by creating a ‘smart 

motorway

3 (2014)

Blackwater Valley Better Connectivity, comprising:  Green, 

Red & Blue Routes (Note: Blue route to be delivered by 

Hampshire CC, Autumn 2018)

To improve cycle routes between 

railway stations and town centres 

in the

Blackwater Valley area.

Cycling

5 part (2014)

A30/A331/Meadows Gyratory Corridor, comprising:

- Orange route shared pedestrian/cycle along A331 

between Meadows Gyratory & Sainsbury's supermaket

- Reduction of speed limits on A331 Blackwater Valley Road 

to 50 mph 

To improve bus, cycle and 

pedestrian facilities and 

addressing road network 

congestion.

Cycling

14 part (2014) Toucan crossings, cycle crossings at Watchmoor Park 
To provide safe crossing points  

along A331 cycle lane
Cycling

16 (2014)

A325 carriageway widening between the ‘Toshiba’ 

Roundabout and ‘Hospital’ Roundabout, to provide 2 lanes 

east bound traffic and off road cycle/pedestrian facilities.

To improve traffic flow between 

the two roundabouts, relieving 

congestion.

18 (2014)
Pedestrian/cycle route between The Hatches in Frimley 

Green to Farnborough North Railway Station. (Red route)

Improve the pedestrian/cycle 

route, providing a suitable path 

for shared use

30 (2014)
Pedestrian crossing facilities on the A322 between 

Lightwater and Windlesham. 

To improve pedestrian safety and 

encourage walking as a mode of 

transport and for leisure.

31 (2014)
Weight restrictions and rerouting of HGVs on Chertsey 

Road, Updown Hill, Woodlands Lane and Heath Park Drive. 

To minimise the impact on 

residents and the environment 

from HGVs.

Information proposed to be publicly available

1 of 2
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Last updated: Sept. 2018 Surrey Heath Draft Forward Programme Completed schemes

41 (2014)
Lightwater By-Pass Jct Guildford Road (southern end) Phase 

1

Replace advance directional signs 

with Hazard Marker Posts to 

provide road users with improved 

directions.

43 (2014) Kennel Lane, Windlesham, East of Westwood Road

To provide chevrons and hazard 

marker posts, advance bend signs 

and vehicle activated 30 MPH 

speed signs to improve road 

safety.

44 (2014) Mytchett Road Jct Mytchett Lake Road
Replace give way sign and provide 

‘dragon teeth’ on approach.

38 part (2014) Improved signage on the B311 Red Road 

To direct road users on the B311 

Red Road away from Lightwater 

Village and onto the A322 to 

access the M3 junction 3.

2 of 2
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Last updated: Sept. 2018 Surrey Heath Draft Forward Programme

Scheme ID Location and scheme / package description Scheme purpose Transport type
Current delivery 

stage

Estimated cost 

(with base year 

where known)

Potential funding 

sources

BW 1

A322 cycle route - off-carriageway cycle route connecting 

Lightwater, West End and Bisley and linking to Brookwood 

Station.

Congestion

Cycle accessibility on key 

corridor

Cycling
Scheme 

Identification 
£2.5m (2018)

LEP

DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

Contributions

BW 2

Borough wide behaviour change programme, building upon 

the Travel SMART Surrey programme (2012-2015), to 

support people to take up sustainable and active transport 

modes (e.g. walking, cycling, public transport, electric 

vehicles). Revenue funding to support infrastructure 

delivery.

To provide measures which 

encourage or facilitate modal 

shift towards sustainable 

transport modes. This would 

build upon the Surrey Travel 

SMART programme which ran 

between 2012-2016. Measures 

could include: campaigns, 

themed events, business 

engagement, community 

engagement programmes, 

information e.g. maps and bus 

information, personalised 

travel planning. See: 

www.travelsmartsurrey.info 

Multiple
Varies depending on 

specific scheme

Varies 

depending on 

specific scheme

Defra Air Quality 

Grant 

DfT

Local Sustainable 

Transport Fund

Access Fund

CIL

LEP

Information proposed to be publicly available

Borough Wide Schemes: Schemes covering large areas of the borough

1 of 17
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Last updated: Sept. 2018 Surrey Heath Draft Forward Programme

Scheme ID Location and scheme / package description Scheme purpose Transport type
Current delivery 

stage

Estimated cost 

(with base year 

where known)

Potential funding 

sources

Information proposed to be publicly available

BW 3 Borough wide schemes to improve Air Quality.

To improve air quality, 

especially at designated Air 

Quality Management Areas.

Multiple
Varies depending on 

specific scheme

Varies 

depending on 

specific scheme

Defra Air Quality 

Grant 

DfT

Local Sustainable 

Transport Fund

Access Fund

CIL

LEP

BW 4
Borough wide schemes using intelligent transport systems 

technology/emerging technology.

To help manage the road 

network, respond to 

challenges caused by traffic 

congestion, influence user 

behaviour and encourage 

sustainable transport. 

Technology

Ongoing, Wider 

Network Benefits 

East major scheme 

has delivered 

improvements 

Varies 

depending on 

specific scheme

LEP

S106

CIL

developer

PT 1

Blackwater Valley Quality Bus Corridors (inc. Gold Grid)

Proposed measures include:

- New bus stop infrastructure.

- Improvements to passenger information including 

increased use of real-time passenger information.

- Increased reliability through intelligent bus priority at 

traffic signals and junction improvements at bottlenecks.

To provide improvements to 

the Blackwater Valley bus 

network to address access to 

key employment, commercial 

and residential areas and 

railway stations.

Bus Feasibility design

£3m (2018) - 

Surrey CC

£1.5m (2018) - 

Hampshire CC

LEP

Improvements to public transport and accessibility to services (Borough-wide)

2 of 17
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Last updated: Sept. 2018 Surrey Heath Draft Forward Programme

Scheme ID Location and scheme / package description Scheme purpose Transport type
Current delivery 

stage

Estimated cost 

(with base year 

where known)

Potential funding 

sources

Information proposed to be publicly available

PT 2
Borough-wide bus reliability and infrastructure 

improvements: routes 1, 2, 3, 11, 34/35, 41/42 and 194

To improve bus infrastructure 

across Surrey Heath, 

improving access and reducing 

the need and use of the 

private car.

Bus
Scheme 

Identification 
TBC

LEP

s.106

PIC

AR 1
Access to and from Camberley railway station via all modes 

including bus integration, cycling, car parks and walking

To improve accessibility to the 

railway station and encourage 

more sustainable modes of 

travel choices

Multiple
Scheme 

Identification
TBC

Developer 

contributrions

SWR

Local Committee

AR 2
Access to and from Frimley railway station via all modes 

including bus integration, cycling, car parks and walking

To improve accessibility to the 

railway station and encourage 

more sustainable modes of 

travel choices

Multiple
Scheme 

Identification
TBC

Developer 

contributrions

SWR

Local Committee

AR 3

Access to and from Bagshot railway station via all modes 

including bus integration, cycling, car parks and walking.

To include extension of Bagshot Station car-park to reduce 

parking on residential streets nearby.

To improve accessibility to the 

railway station and encourage 

more sustainable modes of 

travel choices

Multiple
Scheme 

Identification
TBC

Developer 

contributrions

SWR

Local Committee

AR 4
Access to and from Blackwater railway station via all modes 

including bus integration, cycling, car parks and walking

To improve accessibility to the 

railway station and encourage 

more sustainable modes of 

travel choices

Multiple
Scheme 

Identification
TBC

Developer 

contributrions

SWR

Local Committee

Access to and from railway stations/networks (Borough-wide)
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Information proposed to be publicly available

SR 1

M3 Approach Improvements - A322 New Road/M3 Junction 

3, Lightwater, junction reconfiguration to improve safety 

and traffic flow.

To improve safety and traffic 

flow around the M3 junction 3 

in Lightwater/Bagshot 

mitigating impacts of the new 

M3 Smart Motorway.

Multiple
Scheme 

identification
£0.5m (2014)

LEP

SCC Capital 

SHBC Capital

SR 2
M3 Approach Improvements - HGV route restrictions 

including weight and height restrictions

Reduce the number of HGV’s 

through villages around the 

M3 junctions, including 

Lightwater, Bagshot, Frimley 

and Camberley.

HGV
Scheme 

identification
£0.3m (2014)

LEP

SCC Capital 

SHBC Capital

SR 3
M3 Approach Improvements - Urban Traffic Control (UTC) 

system installation

To manage traffic flows 

around the M3 junctions 

including Lightwater, Bagshot

Multiple
Scheme 

identification
£0.5-£1m (2014)

LEP

SCC Capital 

SHBC Capital

SR 4
M3 Approach Improvements - Noise reduction measures on 

the Lightwater By-pass

To direct road users on the 

B311 Red Road away from 

Lightwater Village and onto 

the A322 to access the M3 

junction 3.

Motor vehicles
Scheme 

identification

£0.1-£0.2m 

(2014)

LEP

SCC Capital 

SHBC Capital

M3 Strategic Approaches
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Current delivery 
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Estimated cost 

(with base year 

where known)

Potential funding 

sources

Information proposed to be publicly available

CAM 1 

A30/A331/Meadows Gyratory Corridor, comprising:

- Improvements to Meadows Gyratory to improve capacity 

of traffic passing through the junction. 

- Provision of pedestrian and cycle facilities for improved 

movements around the Meadows Gyratory 

To improve bus, cycle and 

pedestrian facilities and 

addressing road network 

congestion.

Multiple Construction £4.9m (2018)
LEP

SHBC Capital

CAM 2

Camberley rear service access

- Rear of 319-369 A30 London road and 1-13 B3411 Frimley 

Road

- Rear of 279-299 A30 London Road

To improve rear access to 

commercial and employment 

services

Multiple 
Scheme 

identification
TBC

To be delivered via 

new development.

CAM 3
Cycle route from Deepcut to Camberley Station via B3411 

and Park Road

Improve access to Camberley 

Town Centre
Cycle 

Scheme 

identification
£2.5m (2018)

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

CAM 4
Cycle route from Tomlinscote School, Frimley to Camberley 

via residential roads and improved cycle footbridge over M3 

Improve access to Camberley 

Town Centre
Cycle 

Scheme 

identification
TBC

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

Camberley area
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Scheme ID Location and scheme / package description Scheme purpose Transport type
Current delivery 

stage

Estimated cost 

(with base year 

where known)

Potential funding 

sources

Information proposed to be publicly available

CAM 5 

 

Cycle route from Camberley to Olddean and connecting to 

leisure routes at Swinley Forest

Improve access to Camberley 

Town Centre
Cycle 

Scheme 

identification
£400k (2018)

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

CAM 6

 

Cycle route from Heather Ridge Infants School to Camberley 

via residential roads, Crawley Hill and Church Hill

Improve access to Camberley 

Town Centre
Cycle 

Scheme 

identification
£650k (2018)

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

CAM 7

A30 London Road / Camberley Town Centre: Highway 

Improvements 

Proposed measures include:

- A30 London Road Block: road and junction improvements 

to facilitate access and egress

- Optimisation of traffic signals along the A30

- Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) along the A30

- Improvements to Frimley Road and Knoll Road junctions 

with A30

- Improved cyclist and pedestrian facilities on southern side 

of A30

- Changes to bus lane operation and improvements to bus 

shelters

Improve movements around 

Camberley town centre by 

addressing congestion on the 

key roads and delivering cycle 

and pedestrian infrastructure 

in the town centre.

Multiple Feasibility design £5m (2018) 

LEP

SCC Capital 

SHBC Capital
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Scheme ID Location and scheme / package description Scheme purpose Transport type
Current delivery 

stage

Estimated cost 

(with base year 

where known)

Potential funding 

sources

Information proposed to be publicly available

CAM 8

Camberley Town Centre Public Realm Improvements

To include pedestrian improvements along the High St, 

Princess Way and Knoll Road.

To improve the public realm 

within Camberley town centre 

and ensure the town centre is 

more accessible.

Walking Detailed design £4.4m (2017)
LEP 

SHBC Capital

CAM 9

Camberley Sustainable Transport Package, comprising:

Walking, cycling and bus corridor improvements to link with 

rail in town centre.

Improvement to rail station/bus interchange.

Improvements to sustainable 

transport around Camberley 

Town Centre to encourage 

sustainable travel

Multiple 
Scheme 

identification 
£6m (2018)

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

CAM 10

Business Centre Access Improvements

Proposed measure include:

- Improved access between Yorktown and the surrounding 

highway network immediately off the A30 and A331. 

- Improvements to the bus and rail facilities between 

Yorktown/Watchmoor and Camberley town centre

To improve the accessibility 

between business, industrial, 

commercial and residential 

centres including Yorktown 

and Watchmoor business 

parks and Camberley town 

centre.

Reduce through traffic in the 

business and residential areas 

and improve safety with 

measures including 

environmental/signage 

improvements within the 

business areas.

Scheme 

identification
> £5m (2018) 

LEP 

DfT 

SHBC Capital

Developer funding
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Current delivery 
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Estimated cost 

(with base year 

where known)

Potential funding 

sources

Information proposed to be publicly available

CAM 11

Camberley Railway Station Improvements

Measures could include:

Redevelopment of rail and bus station including improved 

passenger facilities, improved pedestrian access, improved 

interchange with buses, taxis, cycles and car drop off, longer 

platforms, cycle parking etc.

Improvements to Camberley 

railway station to improve 

cycle, pedestrian, bus and car 

interchange facilities and 

address congestion on the rail 

network.

Scheme 

identification
£1.5m (2014)

LEP

SWR

Network Rail

SCC/SHBC Capital

CAM 12

Park Road, (Hanbury Way to Park Street), Camberley

Provide a pedestrian refuge, extend hatchings and formalise 

existing parking to improve road safety.

To complement hatching, to 

protect right turners & speed 

reduction.

Multiple 
Scheme 

identification
£34k (2018)

SCC Capital

Developer 

contributions

Local Committee
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Scheme ID Location and scheme / package description Scheme purpose Transport type
Current delivery 

stage

Estimated cost 

(with base year 

where known)

Potential funding 

sources

Information proposed to be publicly available

FRM 1

Frimley Transport Network Improvements 

Proposed Measures Include:

- Buckingham Way traffic management measures

- Alteration of the two access roads at ‘The Green’ into the 

‘Hatches’ to form a one way system

- Improvements to the A325 ‘Toshiba’ roundabout to 

increase safety and reduce congestion problems on the 

approach to Frimley. 

- B3448 Coleford Bridge Road junction with Hamesmoor 

Road

- Bus infrastructure including new and improved bus ways 

priority measures

Reduce congestion through 

highway improvements to key 

congestion areas and 

improvements to bus, cycle 

and pedestrian facilities within 

Frimley

Scheme 

identification
> £3m (2018)

LEP

DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

FRM 2

B3411 Frimley Rd, Frimley - M3 Bridge to Park Road. 

Surfacing scheme (anti skid)  to reduce shunt collisions at 

junctions.

To reduce collisions Multiple 
Scheme 

Identification 
£20k (2018) SCC Capital

FRM 3
Camberley East - 20 mph speed limit, Gibbett Lane & 

surrounding. 
To increase pedestrian safety. Multiple 

Scheme 

Identification 
£5k - £7k (2018)

SCC Capital             

Local Committee

FRM 4
New shared use cycle route on A325 between Frimley Park 

Hospital and Ravenswood Roundabout

Congestion

Cycle accessibility on key 

corridor

Cycling
Scheme 

Identification 
£1m (2018)

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

FRM 5
Cycle facility from The Maultway to Chobham Road via B311 

Upper Chobham Road

Congestion

Cycle accessibility on key 

corridor

Cycling
Scheme 

Identification 
£1m (2018)

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

Frimley area
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Current delivery 
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Estimated cost 

(with base year 

where known)

Potential funding 

sources

Information proposed to be publicly available

BIS 1

Bisley Bridge (New Bridge) - A322 Guildford Road (the 

Bourne River)  - Bridge replacement to include standard 

carriageway width and footway/shared use footway.

Bridge strengthening and to 

improve capacity for vehicles, 

pedestrians and cyclists.
Multiple

Scheme 

Identification & 

Assessment of 

Options

£2.5 - 3m (2018)

SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

BIS 2

Church Lane 30 mph speed limit extension to include all 

residential properties. Currently runs from Church to 

Guildford Road A322. 

To increase pedestrian safety. Walking
Scheme 

Indentification
£10k (2018)

SCC Capital             

Local Committee

WE 1
Improvements to the narrow road of Lucas Green Road for 

suitable HGV access

To address the increased flow 

of HGV traffic on the narrow 

lane widths of Lucas Green 

Road to improve safety and 

reduce verge damage.

HGV
Feasibility survey 

and study complete
£30k (2018)

SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

WE 2 A322 Guildford Road, West End Phase 1 

To provide a pedestrian refuge 

for improved safety on 

crossing facilities.

Walking
Scheme 

identification  
£22k (2014)

SCC Capital

Local Committee

WE 3 A319 West End to Chobham cycle route

Congestion

Cycle accessibility on key 

corridor

Cycling
Scheme 

Identification 
£1.5m (2018)

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

Bisley area

West End area
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Scheme ID Location and scheme / package description Scheme purpose Transport type
Current delivery 
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Estimated cost 

(with base year 

where known)

Potential funding 

sources

Information proposed to be publicly available

WE 4
A319 Bagshot Road, West End junction with Hookstone Lane 

and approaches. New right lane with hatching

To slow vehicles down and 

protect vehicles turning into 

and out of Hookstone Lane

Multiple 
Scheme 

Identification 
£30k (2018)

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

CHB 1 To re-route HGV satellite navigation away from Chobham 
Reduce large vehicles and 

HGVs on Chobham High Street
Freight

Scheme 

identification

n/a
SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

CHB 2 A3046 Chobham High Street/Station Road Junction Improve traffic flow Multiple 
Scheme 

identification
£150k (2018)

SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

CHB 3
Improve footways and cycle ways within Chobham and 

linking Chobham with West End 

Encourage sustainable 

transport.

Improve pedestrian and cyclist 

safety.

Walking

Cycling

Scheme 

identification
TBC

SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

CHB 4 
Signalised pedestrian crossing on Bagshot Road near the 

school

Improve road safety and  

pedestrian movements.
Walking 

Scheme 

identification
£80k (2018)

SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

CHB 5 A319 Chertsey Road - Road safety improvements 

Improve speed complience & 

improve pedestrian safety and 

accessibility

Multiple 
Scheme 

identification
£100k (2018)

SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

Chobham area
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Scheme ID Location and scheme / package description Scheme purpose Transport type
Current delivery 
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Estimated cost 

(with base year 

where known)

Potential funding 

sources

Information proposed to be publicly available

CHB 6
A319 High Street Junction with Chertsey Road - Stop line 

alteration 

Improve forward visibility at 

junction.

Reduce congestion

Highways
Scheme 

identification 
£15k (2018)

SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

CHB 7

Chobham to Woking cycle route via Station Road (A3046), 

Horsell Common Road and through Horsell to Woking Town 

Centre

Connecting Chobham and 

Woking

Cycling

Walking
Feasibility TBC

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

BAG 1
Traffic flow mitigation measures on the A30 London Road in 

Bagshot.

To improve traffic flow and 

safety and reduce congestion 

in Bagshot

Multiple Feasibility design £30k (2018)

SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

BAG 2
High Street improvements - reducing traffic levels and 

increasing compliance. 

Reduce traffic levels in town 

centre improving pedestrian 

safety and access.

Multiple Design underway £7k (2018) CIL (PIC) s106

BAG 3
A30 Cycle route - linking High Street to Maultway 

Roundabout

Link cycle routes to High Street 

to increase connectivity
Cycling Design underway £350k (2018) CIL (PIC) s106 

BAG 4 Cycle route connecting Lightwater and Bagshot

Addressing severance of M3

Congestion

Cycle accessibility

Cycling
Scheme 

identification
TBC

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

Bagshot area
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Current delivery 
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(with base year 

where known)
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Information proposed to be publicly available

LW 1
B311 Red Road/Macdonald Road Junction - hazard marker 

posts and anti-skid surfacing

Improve road safety, especially 

for those making a right hand 

turn out of Macdonald Road

Multiple 
Scheme 

identification
£5-10k (2018) 

SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

LW 2 Pedestrian/cyclist crossing on the B311 Red Road

To provide a safe means for 

pedestrians and cyclists across 

the B311 Red Road around 

West End Common.

Walking

Cycling

Scheme 

identification

£10-15k

(2018)

SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

LW 3
Lightwater By-Pass Jct Guildford Road (southern end) Phase 

2 - reduce to one lane on north-west bound approach.

To improve road safety for 

people turning right from 

Guildford Road onto 

Lightwater By-Pass

Multiple 
Scheme 

identification
TBC

SCC Capital

Local Committee

LW 4
Lightwater By-Pass Jct Guildford Road (northern end)  - anti-

skid northbound approach and right-turn lane

To protect vehicles turning 

right into Guildford Road
Multiple 

Scheme 

identification
£20k

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

Lightwater area
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Current delivery 
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(with base year 

where known)
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Information proposed to be publicly available

LW 5 Cycle route adjacent to Red Road Cycle connectivity Cycling
Scheme 

identification
£1.5m

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

LW 6
Cycle route through Lightwater Country Park and over High 

Curley to The Maultway

Cycle connectivity avoiding 

main roads
Cycling

Scheme 

identification
£300k

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

WIN 1
Pedestrian crossing on Chertsey Road outside ‘The Sun’ 

public house.

To provide safe and suitable 

pedestrian facilities.
Walking

Scheme 

identification

?
SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

WIN 2

Improve cycle routes through Windlesham to provide a safe 

cycle network that links the local shops, schools and other 

facilities to each other as well as to Bagshot and Lightwater. 

To improve the cycle network 

and encourage sustainable 

modes of transport for local 

journeys.

Cycling
Scheme 

identification
TBC

SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

WIN 3
Traffic mitigation measures on the A30 London Road in 

Windlesham

To improve traffic flow and 

safety and reduce congestion 

in Windlesham.

Multiple 
Scheme 

identification
?

SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

Windlesham area
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Information proposed to be publicly available

MYT 1 B3448 Coleford Bridge Road/Hamesmoor Road Junction 
Improve traffic flow around 

junction
Multiple 

Scheme 

identification

£0.1m

(2014)

SCC/SHBC Capital 

Local Committee 

S.106/CIL

MYT 2 Cycle route improvements along the Basingstoke Canal

To improve sustainable 

transport infrastructure along 

key walking and cycling 

transport routes

Cycling
Scheme 

identification

£200k

(2018) 

LEP

 DfT

SHBC Capital

Developer 

contributions

DC

Deepcut (Princess Royal Barracks) Highways Package

Proposed Measures Include:

Improve transport network for 

the Princess Royal Barracks 

Development at Deepcut

Multiple 
Scheme 

identification

£10.5m

(2014)

Developer 

contributions

DC 1 Deepcut Bridge Road/Blackdown Road Junction Improve junction capacity Multiple £997,001 (2017)

DC 2 Internal North/South Spine Road
Connect north/south areas of 

scheme
Multiple 

£8,074,334 

(2017)

DC 3 Maultway/Red Road/Upper Chobham Road Junction Increase junction capacity Multiple 
£1,770,232 

(2017) 

DC 4
Deepcut Bridge Road – Railway Bridge (Owned by Network 

Rail)

Currently single lane and 3 

tonne weight restrictions limit 

traffic use. Aims to reduce 

bridge restrictions and 

increase traffic flow.

Multiple £94,228 (2017) s278 schemes

Mytchett area

Deepcut (Princess royal Barracks)
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DC 5 Frimley Green Road/Sturt Road/Wharf Road junction Increase junction capacity Multiple 
£1,130,738 

(2017) 

DC 6 Gole Road/Dawney Hill Junction Increase junction capacity Multiple £150,765 (2017) 

DC 7 Red Road/A322/Bagshot Road Junction Increase junction capacity Multiple £175,893 (2017)

DC 8 M3 Junction 3 Increase junction capacity Multiple £125,638 (2017) 

DC 9
Guildford Road, Gapemouth Road and Red Road Safety 

Scheme
Improve highway safety Multiple £0.1 m (2017)

£0.1 m devloper 

contribution

DC 10
Cycle Path - Deepcut Bridge Road to Developments to the 

North via Menorca Road
Improve accessibility Cycling £479,935 (2017)

DC 11 Bus Service Improvements (upto £) Improve accessibility Bus
£4,080,000 

(2017) 

£4,080,000 

developer 

contribution 

DC 12 Cycle Parking at Brookwood Rail Station
Increase capacity of cycle 

parking
Cycling £25,000 (2017) 

£25,000 developer 

contribution

DC 13 Frith Hill & Tomlinscote Cycle Schemes Improve accessibility Cycling £469,884 (2017) 

DC 14
Frimley Lock to Deepcut Bridge Road cycle path including 

new steps and cycle ramp at bridge
Improve accessibility Cycling £89,404 (2017)

DC 15 Basingstoke Canal Towpath East and West Improve accessibility Walking £481,000 (2017)

£481,000 

developer 

contribution

DC 16
Environmental Improvements Works to Deepcut Bridge 

Road

Reduce vehicle 

speeds/improve the public 

realm 

Multiple £439,731 (2017) 

DC 17 Estimated costs to upgrade and adopt existing military roads Multiple 
£2,218,000 

(2017)

s278 schemes

s106 schemes
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DC 18 Closure of Bellew Road to through traffic Multiple £50,000 (2017)
£50,000 developer 

contribution

s106 schemes
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SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL

LOCAL COMMITTEE (SURREY HEATH)

DATE: 4 OCTOBER 2018

LEAD 
OFFICER:

CLLR COLIN DOUGAN, ARMED FORCES CHAMPION (SHBC), 
JAYNE BOITOULT, COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP OFFICER 
(SHBC), CANON PETER BRUINVELS, CIVILIAN-MILITARY 
LIAISON ADVISOR (SCC)

SUBJECT: ARMED FORCES COVENANT UPDATE

DIVISION: ALL

SUMMARY OF ISSUE:

The Surrey Heath Armed Forces Community Covenant was signed in January 2012 
(the first in Surrey) with the aim of promoting integration between the civilian and 
military communities in the Borough, with Surrey County Council signing their 
Community Covenant with the military on 13 March 2012.  Following the signings a 
countywide Surrey Civilian Military Partnership Board was established to implement 
actions under the Covenant across Surrey, with a Surrey Heath Community 
Covenant Working Group established to coordinate work across the Borough.

This report provides an update of recent activities taken under the Covenant. 

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The Local Committee (Surrey Heath) is asked to note the report.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS:

This report is for information only.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND:

1.1 Surrey Heath Borough Council was the first Surrey authority to sign the 
Armed Forces Community Covenant in January 2012.  The Surrey Heath 
Community Covenant Working Group was established with the aim of 
promoting integration between civilian and military communities in the 
Borough. Much has been achieved to date and this report sets out success 
over the past year.  Annex 1 contains a full summary of achievements dating 
back to 2012.

1.2 Surrey County Council signed a Community Covenant with the military on 13 
March 2012, and following this set up the Surrey Civilian Military Partnership 
Board (SCMPB). Mr Peter Martin, Chairman of Surrey County is the current 
Chairman of Surrey Civilian Military Partnership Board. The Chief Executive 
of Surrey Heath Borough Council was nominated by the Surrey Chief 
Executives Group to be their representative on the Board. 

1.3 The Armed Forces Covenant Annual Report 2017-18 (Annex 2) sets out the 
key successes that have been achieved in Surrey under the Surrey Civilian 
Military Partnership Board. 
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1.4 Set out below is an update on key achievements which may be of particular 
interest to the Committee.

2. ANALYSIS:

2.1 The military in Surrey is fully engaged with the work of both the countywide 
Board and the Surrey Heath Working Group. At a countywide level this 
support is provided by 11 Infantry Brigade, and at a Surrey Heath level it is 
provided through close working relationships with officers at RLC Deepcut, the 
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst and the Cadet Training Centre in Frimley 
Park, all of which are represented on the Working Group. Surrey Heath 
Borough also has a link with the 1st Battalion Welsh Guards, who are based at 
Alexander Barracks, Pirbright.

2.2 In order to enable best practice to be shared and to facilitate networking 
across the county, the County Council and 11 Infantry Brigade have hosted a 
number of events during the year for Councillor Armed Forces Champions and 
Covenant Leads across the County. In addition, the Surrey Civilian Military 
Partnership Board hosted its annual conference on 1 February 2018 at RLC 
Deepcut, which considered a number of local and national priorities including 
Women 100 and the centenary of the First World War.  Surrey Heath 
representatives always play an active part in these events.

2.3 Key Surrey Heath Achievements during 2017/18:

a) Employer Recognition Bronze Award – Surrey Heath Borough Council 
adopted a Reservist’s Policy back in February 2016 as a pledge of support to 
all of its employees who are, or will become Reservists in the Armed Forces. 
Building on this, in April 2018 the Borough Council applied for and achieved 
Bronze status in the Ministry of Defence’s Employer Recognition Scheme.  
This award recognises that the council has signed the Armed Forces 
Covenant and is armed forces-friendly and open to employing reservists, 
armed forces veterans, cadet instructors and military spouses/partners. The 
Council is proud of this award and is now promoting this scheme to 
businesses throughout the Borough.

b) Remembrance Events – Surrey Heath fully supported and promoted 
Remembrance Sunday events in Camberley as well as in the villages during 
2017.  Poppies were also proudly displayed on lamp posts across the borough 
from October to November 2017.

c) Heroes Welcome – Where displayed, the Heroes Welcome logo shows 
support for  British Armed Forces Personnel and indicates that they will 
receive a warm welcome, service upgrade, special acknowledgement or even 
a a little discount as appropriate.  This scheme was rolled out to Surrey Heath 
town centres in March 2017.

d) Armed Forces Week – Surrey Heath fully participated in Armed Forces Week 
by raising the Armed Forces Day flag at the Civic Offices. The Mayor of Surrey 
Heath had a very successful visit to the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst on 
Armed Forces Day.

e) Young People – Work has been ongoing through the Covenant Working 
Group to promote the Deepcut Youth Club to help integrate young people 
living in Deepcut from the various communities. The Working Group has also 
facilitated a £30,000 grant to enable a new play area to be provided in 
Deepcut from the Council’s Sand and Gravel Fund. 
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f) Housing Information on the Council Website – There is full information on the 
Council website for the Armed Forces community wishing to live in the 
borough.

g) Veteran Support – The Surrey Heath Veterans & Families – Listening Project 
continues to support local veterans. The group, which was founded four years 
ago, meets monthly and helps ex-servicemen and women with any problem, 
big or small.

Key Surrey-wide Achievements:

h) Covenant Funding - Surrey has had great success with securing Ministry of 
Defence funding through the Armed Forces Covenant Fund. Since 2012, an 
additional £1.1 million has been brought into the county through the Covenant 
Fund. A range of projects have benefitted, including a play park in Deepcut, 
equipment for Blackdown Pre-School and support for Armed Forces carers.

i) Cross Border Working - Surrey County Council has led a successful cross 
border partnership with Hampshire, Kent, East and West Sussex County 
Councils, Brighton and Hove City and Medway Councils, the Sussex, Kent 
and Medway CCGs, The Royal British Legion and SSAFA looking at sharing 
best practice and promoting joint opportunities.  This partnership has been 
successful in applying for a £321,300 MoD Covenant Fund grant to help 
continue to support members of the armed forces, their families and ex-
servicemen and women by providing training opportunities for staff and 
partners and to then roll it out nationally. The project, known as Forces 
Connect South East, has six key elements:

o To strengthen the role of Elected Councillor Armed Forces Champions
o To increase the number of Armed Forces Service Champions within 

public authorities
o To develop and deliver bespoke Covenant training to frontline customer-

facing staff. 
o To promote the Covenant and educate staff within public authorities. 
o To support newly-recruited Service Leavers and Reservists to succeed in 

employment
o To develop an electronic platform (‘App’) to share information

The project, which started in summer 2017, is going from strength to strength.  
An e-learning module for frontline staff has been launched, along with courses 
aimed at Armed Forces Champions, Service Champions and Frontline Staff. 
Uptake across the county is very positive.  In addition, a number of referral 
pathways (Annex 3) covering housing, mental health, physical health, alcohol 
&substance misuse, carers and families, social care, employment and criminal 
justice are in the process of being developed.  These will then be digitally 
converted into a mobile app.

j) On the back of the successful Forces Connect South East bid, the South East 
Partnership, which is chaired by the Chairman of Surrey County Council, has 
been successful in a further bid for £148,000 to the Covenant Fund to carry 
out a needs assessment for veteran drop-in centres and hubs across the 
region, develop a best practice guide for drop ins and roll out best practice and 
promote locally tailored services that give consistent messages locally. 

k) National Exemplar - Surrey is seen as a national exemplar in the way that the 
armed forces community are supported.  Two Surrey case studies have been 
published in the 2017 National Armed Forces Covenant Report. The first sets 
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out the positive impact of funding provided for classrooms and outdoor 
learning for Blackdown Pre-School at Princess Royal Barracks on the Deepcut 
Station which provides a much needed service to the local Service families 
and acts as a hub for the local community.  The second sets out some of the 
work that Surrey County Council has carried out to support Reservists as an 
Employer Recognition Gold Award holder. The Head of the Covenant Team at 
the MoD presented at the successful Surrey Armed Forces Covenant 
Conference on 1 February and praised Surrey for leading the way.

3. OPTIONS:

3.1 This report is for information.

4. CONSULTATIONS:

4.1 Annex 2 was presented to the Surrey Covenant Conference on 1 February 
2018 at RLC Deepcut and comments and additions were invited. The 
document was agreed by the Surrey Civilian Military Partnership Board in 
March 2018.

5. FINANCIAL AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS:

5.1 There are no financial implications as the report is for information.

6. EQUALITIES AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS:

6.1 The aim of the Armed Forces Covenant is to ensure that the armed forces 
community are not disadvantaged by their service.

7. LOCALISM:

7.1 11 Infantry Brigade have implemented the concept of Task Force 
Commanders, where a Commanding Officer of a Surrey Regiment are linked 
with a particular borough or district council area to work closely together on 
issues of mutual concern.  Surrey Heath has been linked with 1st Battalion 
Welsh Guards, who recognise the close existing relationship the RLC Deepcut 
and RMA Sandhurst. The Brigade Commander has also appointed Peter 
Bruinvels (SCC) as his and the Brigade's Armed Forces Champion to link in 
locally. 

8. OTHER IMPLICATIONS:

Area assessed: Direct Implications:
Crime and Disorder No significant implications arising 

from this report
Sustainability (including Climate 
Change and Carbon Emissions)

No significant implications arising 
from this report

Corporate Parenting/Looked After 
Children

No significant implications arising 
from this report

Safeguarding responsibilities for 
vulnerable children and adults  

No significant implications arising 
from this report

Public Health No significant implications arising 
from this report
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9. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

9.1 The Committee is asked to note the contents of this report.

10. WHAT HAPPENS NEXT:

10.1 Officers supporting the Surrey Board and the Surrey Heath Working Group will 
continue to further promote the work of the Armed Forces Covenant in Surrey 
Heath.

10.2 Surrey Heath’s key aims for the coming year include:

a) Support the centenary commemoration events leading up to the 
Remembrance Sunday events in Camberley and the villages, on 11 
November 2018, with the introduction of Silent Soldiers outside the 
entrance to the Royal Military Academy, and others to be installed either 
side of the church entrance at St Michaels Church and then moved to be 
located inside the church next to the St Georges Stones. The poppies on 
the lamp posts will also be displayed through October and November.

b) Host the annual Poppy Day launch.
c) Support the progress on the new play area at Deepcut.
d) Promote Forces Connect South East training to services.
e) Promote the Ministry of Defence’s Covenant Fund widely in the 

community
f) Keep advised of the move from Princess Royal Barracks to Worthy 

Down, and provide local support as appropriate.

10.3 Members are asked to support communications to encourage participation in 
the e-learning, encourage officers to sign up to the Service Champions 
training, to act as ambassadors locally and spread the word and promote 
positive messages.

Contact Officer:
Jayne Boitoult, Community Partnership Officer, Surrey Heath Borough Council, 
jayne.boitoult@surreyheath.gov.uk, 01276 707464

Sarah Goodman, Community Projects Officer, sarah.goodman@surreycc.gov.uk, 
01483 518095

Consulted:
This report is for information

Annexes:
Annex 1 – Surrey Heath Armed Forces Covenant – Successes to Date
Annex 2 – SCMPB Armed Forces Covenant Annual Report 2017/18
Annex 3 – Armed Forces Referral Pathways

Sources/background papers:
None
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Surrey Heath Armed Forces Covenant 

Successes to Date
The Surrey Heath Armed Forces Community Covenant was signed in January 2012 (the first in Surrey) with the aim of promoting 
integration between the civilian and military communities in the Borough.  The following has been achieved since:

In 2012

Under the banner of our local strategic partnership, the “Surrey Heath Partnership” (combining our local Armed Forces at Royal 
Military Academy Sandhurst (RMAS) and the Princess Royal Barracks Deepcut, and a wider partnership of local public, private and 
voluntary organisations), we:

 Issued a press release after the signing of the Community Covenant on 31 January 2012 
 Held a Partnership workshop in February 2012 to discuss the issues facing the Armed Forces
 Developed a Community Covenant/Armed Forces web page
 Published articles on our project achievements in “Heathscene”, our resident’s magazine
 Appointed Councillor Colin Dougan as our Armed Forces Champion 
 Hosted 3 Community Development Workshops in September – November 2012 to ensure a series of actions were taken to 

deliver the aspirations of the covenant, supported by a successful £3,000 MOD grant
 Produced an action plan to be delivered by the Partnership
 The Partnership receives regular update reports on the progress of projects supporting the Community Covenant at their 

meetings (three per year)
 The Council set up a Community Covenant Working Group with local Armed Forces and partner representation which 

considers and if appropriate, endorses, grant applications to the Community Covenant MOD Grant Scheme.
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In 2013

 One strand of the work was to integrate the civilian and military communities at Deepcut and keep them connected during 
and beyond the redevelopment phases.  A Committee was established to oversee this work and meets regularly to take 
forward local events and activities including establishing a new youth club, kindly supported by a successful £8,632 MOD 
grant.  The key focus of the group is to share joint community news and share good practice between the Deepcut Village 
Association (civilian) and the Deepcut Community Centre (military)

 Winning a prestigious Silver Award at the Hampton Court Flower Show in 2013 with the Deepcut Army Wives with a garden 
called “A Moveable Feast”

 A series of business events at RMAS during the redundancy rounds with a business breakfast in February 2013 and a 
business lunch in February 2014.  A new Army 2020 Strategy day is planned for 12 February 2015 to promote reservists to 
local businesses

 Assisted the Frimley and Camberley Cadet Corps undertake a refurbishment of Caird Hall, supported by a successful £6,216 
MOD grant

In 2014

 Improved access to RMAS events with invitations to local community representatives at the Commandants Parade on 10 
April 2014 and Heritage Day 16 June 2014

 The Freedom of the Borough was offered by the Council and accepted by all ranks of the RMAS during a parade which took 
place on 14 June 2014 and was a great success

 The RMAS attended the Old Dean (a deprived ward) Community Day on 13 July 2014 
 We displayed 400 event poppies on our lamp-post from October 2014 to early January 2015 and will repeat this for the next 

3 years

 We supported the Camberley Royal British Legion deliver their Poppy Appeal Events in November 2014 and 2015.
 SHBC Chief Executive, Karen Whelan was invited to speak at the Surrey Community Covenant Conference at Pirbright on 

12 November 2014 outlining our progress and also facilitating a workshop.
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In 2015

 An event to celebrate the opening of the new play area at Dawney Road, kindly supported by a successful £19,499 MOD 
grant, was held on Monday 16 February 2015 at 3.30pm-4pm with Major General S R Skeates CBE, the Commandant of 
RMAS and His Worshipfulness, Councillor Bob Paton, the Mayor of Surrey Heath

 We delivered a Surrey Heath Borough Council Museum WW1 Commemoration/Heritage Project including the production of 
a heritage walks leaflet in July 2014 for the Borough showing all WWI related heritage sites, a children’s poetry competition 
and presentation event in Camberley Mall on Saturday 1 November 2014, the restoration and display of eight Memorial 
stones, a museum exhibition in January 2015 and a Women’s Institute, War Time Bake-Off in March 2015, all supported by 
a successful £5,300 MOD grant

 A Gallipoli Commemorative event was supported at the Camberley Theatre on 25 April 2015
 We laid a commemorative plaque for Captain Garth Walford, Victoria Cross Holder at the Camberley War Memorial in 

November 2015
 We supported the Camberley Royal British Legion deliver their Poppy Appeal Events in November 2014 and 2015.

In 2016

 SHBC adopted a Reservists Policy in February 2016, as a pledge of support to all of its employees who are, or will become 
Reservists in the Armed Forces 

 The Business Breakfast on 17 March 2016 saw 200 leaflets being handed out to all attendees from local Surrey Heath 
Businesses to promote the Employers Recognition Scheme.

 Maintain the housing information provided on the SHBC website
 Support the Remembrance Sunday Events (Villages and Camberley) on 13 November 2016
 Annual Poppy Day Launch Event in Camberley
 Battle of the Somme Commemorations 1 July 2016, in the SH Museum 
 Fly the Flag Event Hosted June 2016
 Attend annual Conference November 2016
 Attend SCC Champions Meetings
 Hold a minimum of two meetings a year of the Surrey Heath Community Covenant Group to monitor activity against this Plan 

and drive progress on the delivery of the actions
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 Support the Deepcut Civ/Mil Community Committee to foster and promote opportunities for integrating the military and 
civilian communities of Deepcut through cultural and sporting activity and socialising.

In 2017

 Maintain the housing information provided on the SHBC website
 Support the Remembrance Sunday Events (Villages and Camberley) in November 2017
 Annual Poppy Day Launch Event in Camberley
 Attend SCC Champions Meetings
 Hold a minimum of two meetings a year of the Surrey Heath Community Covenant Group to monitor activity against this Plan 

and drive progress on the delivery of the actions
 Display the Lamp-Post Poppies from October to November 2017
 Heroe’s Welcome Scheme rolled out to Surrey Heath town centres in March 2017
 Fly the Flag Event Hosted June 2017
 Promote ERS to other local businesses
 Support the SCC Reservists Networking Initiative
 Promote the Deepcut Youth Club to integrate the young people living in Deepcut from the various communities
 Comment where applicable on the MOD grant applications
 Facilitate a £30,000 grant to enable a new play area to be provided in Deepcut from the Council Sand and Gravel Fund 

In 2018

 Maintain the housing information provided on the SHBC website
 Support the centenary  Commemorations event leading up to the Remembrance Sunday Events (Villages and Camberley) 

on the 11th November 2018, with the introduction of silent soldiers outside the entrance to the Royal Military Academy, and 
others to be installed either side of the church entrance at St Michaels Church and then moved to be located inside the 
church next to the St Georges Stones.

 Annual Poppy Day Launch Event in Camberley 11th November 2018
 Attend annual Conference February 2018
 Fly the Flag Event Hosted June 2018
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 Attend the South East Joint Regional Employer Engagement Board – February 2018
 Attend SCC Champions Meetings
 Hold a minimum of two meetings a year of the Surrey Heath Community Covenant Group to monitor activity against this Plan 

and drive progress on the delivery of the actions
 Display the Lamp-Post Poppies from October to December 2018
 SHBC applied for and achieved Bronze status in the Employers Recognition Scheme (ERS) April 2018
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FOREWORD
Peter Martin
Chairman of Surrey Civilian Military Partnership Board
Chairman of Surrey County Council

As Chairman, it gives me great pleasure
to present to you our annual report for the
Surrey Civilian Military Partnership Board.
We are proud of all we have accomplished
on the Armed Forces Covenant during the
financial year April 2017- March 2018 through
working in partnership with 11 Infantry Brigade
South East, the Lord-Lieutenant, the borough
and district councils, Police and Crime
Commissioner, Surrey Fire and Rescue,
Service Charities, business and with our
partners in Health, Education and Employment.
As you will see, much has been achieved to
build on our success after being awarded the
Ministry of Defence’s Employer Recognition
Scheme Gold Award last year, and I hope
it gives you a greater understanding of the
work we do to support our residents who are
members of the Armed Forces community.

The Armed Forces Covenant is a promise  
by the nation ensuring that those who serve 
or who have served in the armed forces, and 
their families, are treated fairly. We signed the 
Covenant in Surrey back in 2012, and work 
hard to ensure the Armed Forces community 
does not face disadvantage compared to any 
other citizen when accessing our services.

We have accomplished a lot, with not  
only our partners within the county, but  
also those across the south east region.  

One major success has been Forces  
Connect South East, a cross border  
partnership led by Surrey to make it easier  
for members of the Armed Forces community 
to access public services through training 
provided to our front line staff. 

I am delighted that our work in Surrey is  
seen as a national exemplar by the Ministry  
of Defence, and we have provided case  
studies for the national Covenant Annual 
Report for the second year running.

In both my roles as Chairman of the  
County Council and Chairman of the 
Partnership Board I have attended many 
commemorative events during the year.  
These have included the Farewell March to 
DMRC Headley Court in Dorking in September 
and the dedication of a new War Memorial for  
101 firefighters who lost their lives during the 
First and Second World Wars in October.

I conclude by saying that it has been  
yet another successful year as we continue  
to work in partnership with the Military as  
one body to support members of the Armed 
Forces family and the community within  
which they live. It is a true partnership  
on both sides of ‘the wire’ as we work  
to ensure that no one is disadvantaged  
because of their service to the Nation.
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This document sets out some of the key 
successes of the Board during the 2017-18 
financial year. Achievements are themed under 
Engagement, Education and Young People, 
Employment, Health, Wellbeing and Welfare, 
Housing and Recognition and Remembrance. 
The report aims to promote a greater 
understanding of the work being carried  
out for the Armed Forces community in  
Surrey as well as enabling ideas and  
good practice to be shared.

All Surrey local authorities have appointed  
an elected councillor Armed Forces Champion 
and 11 Infantry Brigade has assigned each 
district and borough council a Task Force 
Commander from an operational base  
covering or adjoining Surrey. 

Joint working between the Task Force 
Commanders and the Armed Forces 
Champions has developed over the last  
12 months with work being progressed on  
a local basis under the priorities of Community 
Engagement, Youth Engagement and Employer 
Engagement. Examples of our achievements  
are contained within this report.

INTRODUCTION
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Chairman’s Priorities
In May 2017 Peter Martin was appointed 
Chairman of Surrey County Council. In his 
first speech as Chairman he highlighted that 
the Military would be one of his two priorities 
during his term of office. As Chairman of 
the County Council, he was also appointed 
Chairman of the Surrey Civilian Military 
Partnership Board (SCMPB). 

Forces Connect South East
Surrey County Council has led a successful 
cross border partnership with Hampshire, 
Kent, East and West Sussex County Councils, 
Brighton and Hove and Medway Councils, 
the Sussex, Kent and Medway Clinical 
Commissioning Groups (CCGs), Royal British 
Legion and SSAFA looking at sharing best 
practice and promoting joint opportunities.  
This partnership has been successful in 
applying for a £321,300 Covenant Fund  
grant to help us to continue to support 
members of the armed forces, their families 
and ex-servicemen and women by providing 
training opportunities for staff and partners.  
The project, known as Forces Connect  
South East (FCSE), has six key elements:
 
•   To strengthen the role of Elected  

Councillor Armed Forces Champions
•   Increase the number of Armed Forces  

Service Champions within public authorities
•   To develop and deliver bespoke Covenant 

training to customer-facing staff
•   Promote the Covenant and educate  

staff within public authorities

•   Support newly-recruited Service Leavers  
and Reservists to succeed in employment

•   Develop an electronic platform to  
share information.

The FCSE project, which started in the  
summer, is going from strength to strength. 
Following the appointment of a Programme 
Officer, a training package has been agreed, 
delivery partners appointed and an e-learning 
module launched. Face to face training  
began in March 2018. 

The Ministry of Defence (MoD) is planning to roll 
the whole training package out nationally and 
has provided additional funding to help do this.

Armed Forces Covenant Conference
The annual Surrey Armed Forces Covenant 
Conference was held on 1 February 2018 
at The Princess Royal Barracks, Deepcut. 
It considered the current national and local 
priorities, including Women 100 and the 
centenary of the First World War. Delegates 
were able to explore issues further during  
a series of workshops looking at accessing  
the Armed Forces Covenant Fund and the 
benefits of signing up to the Ministry of 
Defence’s Employer Recognition Scheme. 

Armed Forces Covenant Audit
 An audit has been carried out to look at  
progress against the commitments made  
by Surrey County Council when it signed  
the Armed Forces Community Covenant in 
2012. The audit confirmed that Surrey County  
Council has taken their commitments seriously 
and that consistent and enthusiastic progress 
has been maintained over the past five  
years. A number of short, medium and  
longer term actions have been recommended  
which will be incorporated into the  
appropriate action plans. The Ministry  
of Defence has expressed an interest  
in the approach.

ENgAgEMENT
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Sharing Best Practice
Surrey County Council gave a presentation  
to the County Council Network Localism  
Group to share some of the work that has  
been done to implement the Covenant and  
to see how best practice can continue to  
be shared between authorities wider than  
the south east region.

 The sharing of best practice is a key  
priority of SCMPB. Two Surrey case  
studies were published in the 2017 National 
Armed Forces Covenant Report. The first 
sets out the impact of funding provided 
for classrooms and outdoor learning for 
Blackdown Pre-School at Princess Royal 
Barracks on the Deepcut Station which 
provides a much needed service to the local 
Service families and acts as a hub for the local 
community. The second sets out some of the 
work that Surrey County Council has carried 
out to support Reservists as an Employer 
Recognition Scheme Gold Award holder. 

 @SurreyMilitary Twitter account  
continues to grow.

Grant Success
During the course of the year, a further 
£547,636 of Armed Forces Covenant Grant 
funding was brought into Surrey through 
successful projects. This brings the total 
awarded to date since 2012 to £1,106,509. 

Building Relationships
 Positive relationships between the  
local authorities and their local Army links 
(Task Force Commanders) have continued 
to enhance over the past year. A successful 
training/networking event was held at the 
Welsh Guard’s Officers’ Mess where a number 
of examples of best practice were shared, 
followed by a Team Bonding Command 
Tasks exercise which saw teams of delegates 
compete as ‘countries’ against each other  
in a battle for security and key resources.

Surrey County Council has developed  
an excellent relationship with 256 (City of 
London) Field Hospital, which although part  
of London District in terms of Army structure, 
is geographically located a few hundred metres 
from County Hall. This relationship has resulted 
in soldiers in uniform being able to attend 
appropriate ceremonial events at County Hall. 
Additionally, as a result of the relationship,  
the Field Hospital has made good links with 
The Royal Surrey County Hospital, Guildford. 

 Armed Forces Covenant Signings
Surrey Police and the Office of the  
Police and Crime Commissioner signed  
the Armed Forces Covenant with the Deputy 
Commander of 11 Infantry Brigade and  
the Commanding Officer of DMRC Headley 
Court. Frimley Park Hospital and Surrey 
Association of Local Councils also signed  
the Covenant during the year.

ENgAgEMENT CONTINUED
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Cadet Force Expansion
The new Combined Cadet Force (CCF) 
established under the Cadet Expansion 
Scheme at Ash Manor School in partnership 
with the Grenadier Guards is now up and 
running. This is the first state school CCF  
in Surrey established under the scheme.

Cadet Inspections
 Task Force Commanders have continued  
to carry out Annual Cadet Inspections  
within their linked authorities in Surrey.

Education Support
Primary schools in the catchment of  
Army Training Centre (Pirbright) have come 
together to consider bids to the Covenant  
Fund to support service children and their 
integration within the wider community. 

A number of successful bids have been 
received covering pastoral support, reading 
support, parenting support and a capital  
project to create an additional room where 
service children can be supported and  
families can come together.

The regular newsletter to schools with  
service children setting out advice and 
guidance continues to be produced.

Challenge Week
Woking Borough Council, working with  
11 Brigade and Institute of Statecraft via  
a Shared Outcomes programme, helped  
to engage with three local schools, Winston 
Churchill, Woking High and Bishop David 
Brown School to run a Challenge Week at 
Longmoor Training Camp for 14-16 year  
olds during Autumn half term. Twelve  
students participated in the programme,  
which is likely to be rolled out Surrey  
wide in future.   

EDUCATION AND YOUNg PEOPLE
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Reserve Forces
Newly formed on the 1 September 2017,  
4th Battalion Princess of Wales’s Royal 
Regiment currently Headquartered in  
Crawley, will move to Redhill in April 2018.  
They have already developed close links  
with Surrey Fire and Rescue Headquarters  
at Wray Park, Reigate. Recruiting numbers  
are very high already, especially at the newly  
re-badged Farnham Reserve Centre.

Transferable Skills
 A number of veterans and Reservists on  
Surrey Fire and Rescue’s Guildford Green 
Watch worked with Forces Welfare TV to  
create a video clip shared via social media 
on the benefits of employing members of the 
Armed Forces community, highlighting some 
of the transferrable skills they bring to Surrey.  
This received over 30,000 views on Forces 
Welfare Facebook, and was shared widely 
through Surrey’s social media.

Armed Forces Employment Plan
Surrey County Council has developed a  
new Strategic Armed Forces Employment Plan 
and Working Group to ensure the Council has 
an evidenced, programmed and organised 
approach to current and ex-armed forces,  
in relation to employment and has resources 
committed to its delivery. The plan includes  
the following key activities: 

 •   Advertising jobs on Career Transition 
Partnership website - across different  
grades and careers

 •   Promoting Gold Employer status  
on all job adverts – every advert  
now includes the logo, as well  
as the disability confident and  
Business Disability Forum logos

 

•   Supporting Reservists and ex-service 
personnel with new policy, guidance and 
online staff network – modelling best practice 
of welfare and support and time required to 
undertake training and development. Using 
our new Jive space to create a private group 
for staff to share experiences and provide 
peer support

•   Better monitoring and progress reporting 
– creating new recruitment and employee 
codes and monitoring progress of applicants 
and staff from a military background.

EMPLOYMENT
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Supporting Reservists
As an Employer Recognition Scheme  
Gold Award winner, Surrey County Council 
is a strong advocate of the Armed Forces 
community, employing over 25 Reservists  
and many Veterans. It recognises the huge 
value and contribution that staff who are 
Reservists and Veterans make to the Council.   
 
The Council held a thank you reception for  
its Reservists (and those working in the district 
and borough councils and Surrey Police), which 
it used to explore further ways in which it could 
support them. It also provided an opportunity 
to meet Reservist colleagues.

Gold Employer Recognition  
Scheme Award
Building on the Gold Employer Recognition  
Award, Surrey County Council is now a member 
of the Gold Alumni Group which aims to identify 
and share best practice and promote the 
benefits of the Gold award. The group is chaired 
by WS Atkins working in partnership with Lt-Gen 
Richard Nugee as a sounding board for new 
initiatives from the Ministry of Defence.

Employee Survey
During January 2018, Surrey County Council 
undertook an internal survey asking colleagues 
whether they have any connection to the 
armed forces – whether a close family member 
or partner was, or is in the armed forces, 
whether they were in the armed forces or are a 
Reservist. The results of the survey will be used 
to keep in touch and further target support 
available. In spring 2018 Woking Borough 
Council will undertake a similar survey.

Guaranteed Interviews
Epsom and Ewell Borough Council has 
introduced guaranteed interviews for ex-service 
personnel who meet the minimum criteria.

All recruitment application forms received  
by Woking Borough Council are monitored  
at regular intervals and Woking has pledged  
at least an interview to anyone with links to  
the Armed Forces including spouses, subject  
to meeting the minimum requirements  
for the post.
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Sandhurst Leadership Challenge
Each year up to 10 Surrey County Council  
and Woking Borough Council employees  
attend the Sandhurst Leadership Challenge 
course. This is of great benefit to attendees: 
 
“The Sandhurst Leadership Challenge  
was great fun and a really good opportunity 
to think about leadership in a different 
environment. Undertaking a range of different 
challenges with people you have never met 
before, was a great test of teamwork and 
leadership skills and in the debrief after each 
challenge it was interesting to see what had 
worked well or more often where we had gone 
wrong! I’ve been able to use lots of learning 
from the day to think about how I can work 
more effectively on collaborative projects  
with colleagues from across the council  
and in partner organisations.” 
 
“Attending the Sandhurst Leadership Day  
has had a big impact on me: I constantly  
find myself reflecting on my approach  
to team work and leadership, using my 
experiences from the day, and learning  
from the other participants”.

Employer Engagement
Surrey County Council and Woking Borough 
Council continue to be active members of the 
Regional Employer Engagement Group hosted 
by SE RFCA (South East Reserve Forces and 
Cadets Association) which looks at ways of 
promoting the benefits of the relationship 
between defence and business.

Business Breakfasts continue to be a key  
way of promoting the benefits of a good 
relationship between defence and businesses. 
Woking Means Business is a great example 
of such a breakfast briefing which was held 
in October 2017 at the HG Wells Conference 
Centre, where Defence Relation Management 
attended to promote key messages first hand.

A number of Surrey authorities are  
promoting either Heroes Welcome or 
the Defence Discount Scheme with local 
businesses as another way to support the 
Armed Forces community in Surrey.

13
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HEALTH, WELLBEINg AND WELFARE

Health Champions
The Surrey based CCGs have been working 
with the Surrey Civilian Military Partnership 
Board to take forward the Armed Forces 
Covenant within Surrey. The Community 
Integration Task Group hosts the newly formed 
Surrey Armed Forces Health Champions 
Group whose purpose is to ensure that 
health delivers on the principles of the Armed 
Forces Covenant. This has now expanded 
to include working across Sustainability and 
Transformation Plan footprints including  
Surrey Heartlands which represents 75%  
of the Surrey population. New commissioning 
intentions will be published in April 2018  
and these will include specific details of  
how they will demonstrate support to  
the Armed Forces Covenant. 

Armed Forces Carers
 Building on the commitment to the Surrey 
Carers Memorandum of Understanding 
‘Together for Carers’ the Armed Forces Carers 
Support service hosted by Action for Carers 
Surrey has supported over 80 families including 
22 young carers during the past year.  
 
A new ‘whole family’ coordinator for the  
service has been recruited which has allowed 
an expanded reach into the community to  
offer a wider range of services including  
manual handling, GP Carer Break payments  
via Defence Medical Services and Healios 
which is an online family intervention service 
delivering high quality evidence-based 
psychological intervention and skill-building  
to Carers of people with mental health 
problems including PTSD (Post Traumatic 
Stress Disorder). 

Resources continue to be developed  
including a staff Armed Forces Training 
resource for professionals who work with 
carers, some new armed forces specific  
carer information leaflets and carer webpages. 
In addition, funding has been received from 
NHS England to produce an animated armed 
forces young carers film resource to be 
launched April 2018.

Unit Welfare Officers
A successful workshop with key  
service managers from Health, Education  
and Housing was held with 11 Brigade  
and Unit Welfare Officers to review current 
actions to implement the covenant and  
focus work going forward. This work will 
be built into the SCMPB action plan  
going forward.

Veterans’ Hubs
A successful cross border Covenant Fund 
bid was submitted to the Ministry of Defence 
to carry out a needs/gap analysis of veteran 
hubs and drop-ins across the South East 
region, develop a drop-in toolkit and promote 
additional hubs, where appropriate across  
the region. This project will be taken forward  
for a two year period from April 2018.
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Housing Liaison and Allocation
Housing liaison across Surrey is working  
well, and to date there are no strategic housing 
issues outstanding. This has been achieved 
through having a nominated Housing Lead 
on behalf of all the local authorities in Surrey, 
based at Woking Borough Council.

Woking Borough Council monitors its  
housing allocation on a quarterly basis for 
applicants with links to the Armed Forces. 

HOUSINg
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RECOgNITION AND REMEMBRANCE

Memorial Dedication
Surrey Fire and Rescue Service held a  
memorial dedication service to the 101  
Surrey firefighters who lost their lives in  
WWI and WWII. Across Surrey there was  
no single place to remember and reflect.  
The Cricket Pavilion at Surrey Fire and  
Rescue Headquarters in Reigate, which  
was in need of repair, was identified as  
an appropriate site with a vision for it to  
be completed by 2018 at the end of the  
100 years of remembrance period. Over  
the past 4 years, using the skills of the 
firefighters, the building was restored to its 
former glory and a cairn raised in memory  
of those fallen. It is now a poignant place  
which connects those who served in the 
Brigade and went to war and subsequently  
died defending our freedoms, including the 
boys who were schooled at Wray Park and  
did the same before them. Some of these 
people would have used the pavilion and 
played cricket on these green and pleasant 
lands in the heart of Surrey and although  
none of those named on both memorials  
ever came home, there will always be a 
connection for them from whatever corner  
of the world they now lay back to us. We  
will remember and honour them. This was  
a very high profile event attended by the  
Lord-Lieutenant, the High Sheriff and the 
Chairman of Surrey County Council.
 

Freedom Parades
DMRC Headley Court is due to move  
to the Midlands in summer 2018. On 29 
September 2017, Headley Court carried  
out a farewell march through Dorking town 
centre with the Band of the Household  
Cavalry. They were inspected by HRH  
Sophie, Countess of Wessex.

During the year the Army Training Centre  
(ATC) (Pirbright) was given the Freedom of  
both Woking and Guildford Borough Council 
areas. ATC (Pirbright) exercised their right 
to march through Woking in April 2017 
and through Guildford in June 2017 at two 
spectacular events which were very well 
attended by members of the public.

Commemorations
On Friday 10 November, County Hall was lit up 
with a spectacular display of falling poppies as 
part of the County Council’s Remembrance Day 
commemorations to pay respect to generations 
of Service men and women who have lost their 
lives in the line of duty. The event, which was 
supported by the Royal British Legion, also  
saw the unveiling of two Silent Soldiers  
outside the main entrance of County Hall. 

Plans for First World War 100 commemorations 
are being co-ordinated in Surrey through the 
Recognise and Remember Task Group of the 
Surrey Civilian Military Partnership Board.
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Armed Forces Week
The annual Choral Matins at Guildford 
Cathedral took place at the start of Armed 
Forces Week in June with the Lord-Lieutenant 
raising the Armed Forces Flag. There then 
followed a parade and full inspection of the  
tri-service cadets, watched by the High  
Sheriff and all Surrey’s Mayors.

All Surrey District and Borough Councils 
participated in Armed Forces Week by raising 
the Flag and some, including Woking, held  
a parade in the Town Centre. 

War Memorials
Surrey Heritage Services has been working with 
the Armed Forces Champions and the Cadets 

locally to document all war memorials in  
Surrey. This has been a very successful 
educational project with Cadets learning a 
considerable about many of Surrey’ service 
men and women who lost their lives in both 
world wars. This has helped to chronicle 
Surrey’s active participation in both wars.

Muslim Burial Ground Peace Garden
Woking Borough Council, 11 Infantry  
Brigade, 27 Regiment RLC, Woking High 
School and Horsell Common Preservation 
Society held an inaugural commemoration 
service at the Muslim Burial Ground Peace 
Garden on 16 July 2017 attended by over 250 
people. The event was attended by Sophena 
Chisembele the daughter of the last soldier 
buried at the Muslim Burial Ground.

© Andy Newbold
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SURREY CIVILIAN MILITARY 
PARTNERSHIP BOARD MEMBERS

Peter Martin (Chairman)  Chairman of Surrey County Council
Michael Cannon    Chairman of Community Integration Task Group
Brigadier Paul Evans OBE DL Chairman of Recognise and Remember Task Group
Mr Michael More-Molyneux Lord-Lieutenant of Surrey
Colonel Simon Browne OBE Deputy Commander, 11 Infantry Brigade (SE)
Canon Peter Bruinvels  Surrey County Council Civilian-Military Liaison Adviser
Col Bob Crawley OBE JP  SSAFA Surrey
Colonel Patrick Crowley  South East Reserve Forces and Cadets Association
Debbie Goldsmith   Army Training Centre (Pirbright)
Cllr John Kingsbury  Surrey Leaders Representative
Major Carol Miller MBE  Army Training Centre (Pirbright)
Mr David Munro   Police and Crime Commissioner for Surrey
Steve Owen-Hughes  Assistant Chief Fire Officer,  Surrey Fire and Rescue Service
Louise Punter   Surrey Chambers of Commerce
Karen Simmonds   Surrey County Council Public Health
Craig Spence   Royal British Legion
Mrs Karen Whelan   Surrey Chief Executives Representative

Supported by officers from Surrey County Council 
For further information please contact: armedforces@surreycc.gov.uk 
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For Armed Forces Community in Surrey   

 

Pathways for Physical Health  

Click on an organisation to be directed to its website 

………………………………………………………………………… 

 
Original pathways designed by Joining Forces 
Training Ltd for Sussex Armed Forces Network 

 Version dated July 2018 This document can be viewed at 
www.sussexarmedforcesnetwork.nhs.uk  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Red Cross 
Provides short-term loans of equipment 
including wheelchairs, commodes and 
bathing aid.  Usually available within 24hrs 
Tel: 0800 0280 831 

Shop Mobility 
Shop Mobility is a service that helps all 
people who consider themselves to have 
mobility problems to get around city and 
town centres.  Each scheme varies so contact 
the scheme you wish to visit. The national 
Federation of Shopmobility provides a list on 
line or call 01933 229644 or email 
Shopmobility@bhta.com. 

British Limbless Ex Service Men’s Association 
(BLESMA) Provide rehabilitation and support 
to veterans who have lost limbs or their sight 
in service as well as supporting dependants 
and widows. ChadwellHeath@blesma.org   
Tel: 020 8590 1124 

Blind Veterans UK – formerly St Dunstan’s 
Helps visually impaired ex-service persons 
with rehabilitation, teaching new skills, 
resolving housing issues, access to sporting 
facilities and social activities. 
Tel: 0800 389 7979 

Care for Veterans 
Previously known as The Queen Alexandra 
Hospital Home it is a care home for nursing 
and rehabilitation.  Helping with loss of limbs, 
neurological disorders and/ or terminal 
illnesses.  Based in Worthing   
Tel: 01903 213458 
 

Sussex Armed Forces Network 
Website holds information i.e. referral forms, 
request for notes, what words should be used 
by GPs for AFC referrals into providers. There 
are more detailed specific pathways i.e. MSK 
sight loss 

GPs and Medical Records 
Find GP services. All ex-Armed Forces 
personnel are given a summary of their 
medical records, which they are advised to 
give to their new GP when they register.  
GPs can request medical records through the 
records departments: 

 Royal Navy & Marines: 02392 768 063 

 Army: 08456 009 663 

 RAF: 01494 497 410 

Defence Medical Rehabilitation Centres  
Currently provided at Headley Court for all 
serving members of the Armed Forces it will 
be moving in 2018. There are short (3 week) 
residential courses and long term (up to 9 
month) inpatient beds. Epsom, Surrey,  
Tel: 01372 378271 

Sexual Health Line 
‘One you’ National Information and advice on 
HIV/AIDS, sexual health, STIs, local services, 
clinics and support services.  
Tel: 0300 123 7123 

Personnel Recovery Units / Centres 
The Units are for serving personnel who are 
transferred to one of 11 PRU’s near to their 
home. The Centres are a joint initiative by the 
MoD, Help for Heroes and The RBL. Injured 
people are assigned to one of 5 centres in the 
UK and receive rehabilitation, guidance with 
next steps and support from other agencies. 
Centres will work with veterans on a case by 
case basis.  Nearest: Tidworth, Wiltshire,  
Tel: 01980 844200 

Veterans’ Prosthetics Programme 
Disablement Service Centres (DSCs) provide 
enhanced services to veterans who lost a 
limb in service. The closest is Prosthetic 
Regional Rehabilitation Department, 
Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust. DSCs can 
apply to the Veterans Prosthetic Panel for 
funding for high-quality prosthetic limbs. 
veterans.prosthetics@nhs.net  

Livability  
A national Christian disability and community 
engagement charity, delivering disability 
services, community projects, education and 
training resources that promote inclusion and 
wellbeing.  Tel: 020 7452 2110  
Mon - Fri: 9:15am to 5:15pm 

Princess Marina House (RAF Benevolent 
Fund) Specialises in providing respite care 
and recuperative breaks to serving and 
retired members of the RAF. 
welfareservices@rafbf.org.uk  
Tel: 01903 784044 

Central and North West London NHS 
Foundation Trust (CNWL)  
Provide sexual health, contraception and HIV 
services in Surrey. 
Tel: 020 3317 5252 Mon to Fri 9am to 5pm 
Email: sexualhealth.cnwl@nhs.net  

Terrence Higgins Trust 
Confidential support and counselling on HIV 
and sexual health.   Tel: 01483 263160 
Mon – Fri 9.30am – 5.30pm 

Maurice House, Royal British legion 
One of The Royal British Legion’s Care Homes 
exclusive to ex-service personnel and their 
dependents. Located in Broadstairs, Kent 
CT10 3AH   Tel: 01843 603323 

Telling the GP practice about your veteran 
status will trigger the transfer of your full 
medical documentation from the Ministry of 
Defence (MoD) to your GP and enable you to 
benefit from veteran-specific services.  
All veterans are entitled to priority access to 
NHS care (including hospital, primary or 
community care) for conditions associated to 
their time within the Armed Forces (service-
related).  However, this is always subject to 
clinical need and does not entitle you to jump 
the queue ahead of someone with a higher 
clinical need. 

NHS Choices  
For information on self-care, living well and 
general health; it can be used to find a 
Dentist, Pharmacist, or Optician and any 
other service with translation.  If after 
contacting several dental practices you still 
can't find a dentist accepting NHS patients, 
you should call NHS England's Customer 
Contact Centre on 0300 311 2233 

Veterans’ Trauma Network 
Provide specialist care for patients with 
service-related traumatic injuries. The 
nearest are in London 
england.veteranstraumanetwork@nhs.net  
There is a local Chavasse clinic in Brighton see 
MSK pathway which links with the above 
network and accepts referrals from Surrey. 

IVF fertility Treatment 
NHS England is responsible for commissioning 
IVF for Armed Forces couples, even if only 
one of them is serving.  More information 
about the policy can be viewed via the NHS 
England website.  

NHS Provision 

Support to Stay at home 
See the website for range of information on 
the support available, eligibility and paying 
particularly for adults and older people with 
disabilities to remain independent and safe in 
their homes. 
Surrey County Council Adult Social Care  
Availability: 8am to 6pm, Mon to Fri 
Tel: 0300 200 1005 
Email: contactcentre.adults@surreycc.gov.uk   

Still in service / transitioning? 

Equipment/Advice/Entitlement 

Sexual Health 

Treatment/Care Homes/Respite 

Healthy Surrey - Sexual health advice and 
clinics offering a free and confidential service 
to everyone.  Services include: contraception 
and contraceptive advice, testing and 
treatment for sexually transmitted infections 
(STIs), and general sexual health advice. 

Officers Association 
Working with other services to provide an 
equitable and non-judgemental service to the 
maximum number of those eligible.  
Tel: 020 7808 4175. 

Please view the Housing Pathway for more 
information about other services available. 
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For Armed Forces Community in Surrey   

 

Pathways for Alcohol and Substance Misuse  

Click on an organisation to be directed to its website 
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Original pathways designed by Joining Forces 
Training Ltd for Sussex Armed Forces Network 

Version dated: July 2018 This document can be viewed at 
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Release 
Welfare and legal needs of drugs users and 
those who live and work with them. 
Tel Helpline: 020 7324 2989 

Drinkline  
The purpose of the Drinkline service is to offer 
free, confidential, accurate and consistent 
information and advice to callers who are 
concerned about their own or someone else’s 
drinking. Helpline: 0300 123 1110  
(weekdays 9am–8pm, weekends 11am–4pm) 

Drinkaware  
Website provides information to help make 
choices about drinking 

Alcoholics Anonymous 
A fellowship of men and women who share 
their experiences, strength and hope.  
Tel: 0800 9177650       

i-access  
(Surrey and Borders Partnership Trust & 
Catalyst) A service aimed at detoxing 
patients in the community. On-going 
support for individuals presenting with 
substance misuse problem, may include 
clinical, therapeutic and/or practical 
interventions. Tel: 0300 222 5932 

Public Health England 
Online Alcohol Learning Resources for 
commissioners, planners and practitioners 
working to reduce alcohol-related harm. 

Collective Voice  
This is a group of nine voluntary sector 
organisations who have come together to 
ensure that the voices of the drug and 
alcohol treatment sector and those who use 
our services are represented effectively. 

FRANK 
Gives friendly, confidential advice on any 
subject related to drugs: 
FRANK is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week.  Calls are free from landlines and some 
mobiles.  Text: 82111 Tel: 0300 123 6600 

GPs and Medical Records 
Find GP services. All ex-Armed Forces 
personnel are given a summary of their 
medical records, which they are advised to 
give to their new GP when they register.  
GPs can request medical records through 
the records departments: 

 Royal Navy & Marines: 02392 768 063 

 Army: 08456 009 663 

 RAF: 01494 497 410 

Priority NHS care for veterans 
Since 2008 all Veterans with health conditions 
that may be related to their military service are 
given priority treatment, unless there is a 
medical emergency which takes 
priority. Priority is not given for unrelated 
conditions. 

Al-Anon – Families Group 
Provides support to those affected by 
someone else’s drinking. 
Tel Helpline:  020 7403 0888 

Personnel Recovery Units / Centres 
The Units are for serving personnel who are 
transferred to one of 11 PRU’s near to their 
home. The Centres are a joint initiative by the 
MOD, Help for Heroes and The RBL. Injured 
people are assigned to one of 5 centres in the 
UK and receive rehabilitation, guidance with 
next steps and support from other agencies. 
Centres will work with veterans on a case by 
case basis.  Nearest: Tidworth, Wiltshire,  
Tel :01980 844200 

Breaking Free 
This is an evidence-based online treatment 
and recovery programme for alcohol and 
drug dependence. 24/7 access 

Alcohol Concern 
Charity which provides help to people with 
information, advice and support 

Catalyst  
Offer non-clinical support through Reach 
Out Counselling - individual and family and 
friends counselling, group work, assessment 
and referrals to address the wider factors 
around drug and alcohol use.  
Tel: 01483 590150 

It is an important principle that when staff 
leave the Armed Forces, their health care 
transfers from the military to the NHS. 
If the health service is unaware of your 
entitlement for priority treatment, you are 
actively encouraged to tell them about it 
and ensure they know "you have served". 

Surrey Drug and Alcohol Care SDAC 
Online and telephone confidential helpline 
For those worried & confused about drugs or 
alcohol. Tel: 0808 802 5000 (24/7) 
info@surreydrugcare.org.uk  

Dual Diagnosis 
Co-existing mental health and substance 
misuse needs which often are further made 
complex with physical, social and economic 
problems.  Services will work in partnership to 
ensure patient receive the care required.  

Narcotics Anonymous 
Support and meetings for men and women 
with a drug problem seeking help,  
Tel Helpline: 0300 999 1212 
10.00am – midnight 

Kenward Trust 
Charity based in Kent dealing with 
substance misuse, homelessness and 
resettlement issues. Residential drug & 
alcohol recovery projects for veterans. 
Tel: 01622 814187 

Skills and Recovery Team 
Focus on reintegration support to build 
sustainable recovery 
01483 519190 self-referrals are permitted  

In Patient Facilities 

Royal British Legion Industries 
Wide range of accommodation and welfare 
support in Aylesford  
Property Services: 01622 795910   
Welfare Officer: 01622 795973 

Accommodation 

Still in service / transitioning? NHS Provision 

Support  

Surrey Drug & Alcohol Care 
Free 24Hr phone helpline 808 802 500  
Offering; Advice and Information, 1:1 
support for individual and family/carers, 
signposting and referral to treatment and 
counselling services. 

Statutory Services 
Substance Misuse and/or 

Alcohol 

NHS Choices 
Provides online care and support advice, where 
to find local surrey service for alcohol addiction 
treatment, young people, counselling and drug 
& alcohol services  

Armed Forces Network led by the NHS 
Has a website which provides information for 
the Armed Forces Community as to where 
specific support can be found.  

Online Websites 

DontBottleitup 
Online alcohol test allows users to find out if 
they are at risk from their drinking 

Quit 51  
Provides free stop smoking support in Surrey. 
Tel: 0800 622 6968 

SMART recovery  
A science-based programme to help people 
manage their recovery from any type of 
addictive behaviour. This includes addictive 
behaviour with substances such as alcohol, 
nicotine or drugs, or compulsive behaviours 
such as gambling, sex, eating, shopping, self-
harming and so on.  

Addaction 
Support and advice to adults who are 
experiencing problems related to their own 
or someone else’s drug or alcohol use.  
YoungAddaction 
Supporting young people aged 10 to 17 to 
understand the effects of their substance 
misuse and the harm it can cause to them 
and the people around them.  
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Carers Needs Assessments 
There is a legal duty on local authorities to 
assess the needs of unpaid carers. To request a 
Carers Assessment contact either the Council 
on 0300 200 1005 or alternatively complete an 
online carers assessment 
 
 

If a family member or friend is supporting someone with an illness or disability who would find it hard to manage without that support, then they are considered to 
be a ‘carer’.  Even if the person does not see themselves as a carer (they may feel that they are ‘just doing their bit’) it is important that they are identified as such 

in order that they can access services that help to support their own health and wellbeing. 

Local Carers Services 
Action for Carers 
Local charity that provides a range of services 
to unpaid carers across Surrey; including advice 
and information, support groups, advocacy and 
training.  
Specialist support for both young and adult 
carers in the Armed Forces community is 
available via Carol Owttrim, the Armed Forces 
Carers Support Coordinator. 
Mobile: 07850 515456. Office: 01483 302748  
Direct extn: 291 
Email: carol.owttrim@actionforcarers.org.uk 
 

Crossroads Care 
Respite care service that provides carers with a 
3 hour weekly respite break (funded by SCC & 
NHS). Also provide End of Life carers support  
Email: enquiries@crossroadscaresurrey.org.uk 
Tel:    01372 869970 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Organisations that give an independent, 
confidential voice to families on a range of 
service issues. Separate from the chain of 
command. 

 Army Families Federation (AFF)  

 Naval Families Federation (NFF)  

 Royal Air Force Families Federation 

 AFF - TA and Reserve Force 

Big White Wall 
A safe, confidential, online community of 
people who are anxious, down or not coping 
who support and help each other by sharing 
what’s troubling them, guided by trained 
professionals. Free access for family members 
of UK serving personnel and veterans (aged 
16+) 

Carers Break 
A discretionary one off payment to help 
support your health and wellbeing. To find out 
whether you are eligible you will need to 
register as a carer with your GP practice. This 
applies to Defence Medical Services on base 
practices. Once registered as a carer discuss 
with your GP how your caring role is impacting 
on your health and wellbeing. 

Carers Support 

Forcesline (operated by SSAFA).  
A free and confidential helpline that provides 
support for serving and ex-service men and 
women, and for their families.  
Tel: 0800 731 4880 
Combat Stress Mental Health Helpline 
For anyone affected by Service-related mental 
health problems, including family members  
Tel: 0800 138 1619 

Cruse Bereavement Care 
Services available across Surrey, offering 
support, advice and information to children, 
young people and adults when someone dies. 
This includes face-to-face, telephone, email 
and website support. See website for local 
contact details or call 0808 808 1677 

Charities offering Welfare Support 

 ABF – The Soldiers Charity 

 Royal Navy and Royal Marines Charity 

 The Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund  

 Royal Air Force Association 

 SSAFA 

 The Royal British Legion 

Peer Support 
The Ripple Pond 
A network of self-help support groups for adult 
family members of physically and emotionally 
injured Serving Personnel, Reservists and 
Veterans. admin@theripplepond.org 

Bereavement Support 

Parent Carers 
Services are provided by Action for Carers 
(please see details above) 
Family Voice Surrey 
Giving Surrey parents a strong collective voice, 
a forum to share knowledge and 
empowerment to improve opportunities for 
children.  Tel: 01372 705708 
Email: contact@familyvoicesurrey.org 

Young Carers 
Surrey Young Carers 
Provides advice, information and support to 
children and young adults (ages 5-18 and 18-
24) who are carers. This may include activities 
and events as well as 1:1 support 

Substance Misuse Support 
The i-access team has two dedicated Carer 
Practice Advisors who can offer one to one 
support including carer’s assessments   
East Surrey Advisor: Teresa Venn. 
Tel: 07773 2303 
West Surrey Carer Advisor: Pietro Viglienghi 
Tel: 07891 848679 
 

Mental Health 
Healios 
Online, clinician-led family intervention 
tailored to families’ circumstances and needs 
for those living with mental health difficulties.  
Provides information and skills training to 
promote shared understanding, recovery and 
improved quality of life for the whole family.  
Referrals via CPA and Surrey Action for Carers 
or contact 0330 124 4222  

Dementia 
Alzheimer’s Society host a Dementia Navigator 
service offering practical and emotional 
support to people living with dementia.  Other 
services include a Carers Information & 
Support Programme Tel: 01932 855582 
Email: surrey@alzheimers.org.uk  
 
 

Specialist Support 

Life Limiting Illness 
The Brigitte Trust 
Independent charity offering free emotional 
and practical support to families facing life 
limiting illness.  Tel: 01306 881816 
Email: brigittetrustadmin@btconnect.com 

Military Organisations 

Domestic Abuse Support 
To view details of support services for those 
affected by domestic abuse please use our 
Criminal Justice Pathway. 

Carers UK   
provides carers in Surrey with access to a wide 
range of digital tools and essential resources 
that may help make your caring situation 
easier. You can access the digital tools for free 
via the Carers UK website (Your Free Access 
Code is: DGTL3562) 

Hospital Carers Support  
Available at all Surrey based hospital (RSCH, 
ESHT, FPH, SASH and ASPH). Providing on the 
spot advice information and support to carers 
when their loved one is hospitalised.  The 
service is run by Action for Carers Surrey.  
Tel: 0303 040 1234 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NHS Services 

Surrey Heath Veterans & Families Listening 
Project  
SHV&F-LP aims to enhance and improve the 
quality of the day-to-day lives of HM veterans 
as well as their families, through support, 
information, sign-posting.  Hosts a Drop In on 
the 2nd Tuesday of every month; 10am-1pm @ 
St Mary’s Church, Park Rd, Camberley, 
GU152SR 
 
 
Email: surreyheath.veterans@yahoo.com 
 

Digital Resources 

Winston’s Wish 
Bereavement support programme for children 
and young people from military families across 
the UK affected by the death or life limiting 
illness of a parent or sibling. 
National helpline: 08088 020 021 

Scotty's Little Soldiers 
Provides support to individuals aged 0-18 who 
have lost a parent who was a serving member 
of the British Armed Forces at the time of their 
death, or was medically discharged due to an 
illness which subsequently led to their death. 
Tel: 01553 763000 
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Surrey SSAFA In-reach Volunteers help ex-
Armed Forces personnel with their transition. 
Prison trained SSAFA volunteers help ex Armed 
Forces prisoners while in custody and work 
within all prisons in Surrey.  
Tel: 01483 208111  surrey@ssafa.org.uk  
 

Support Available whilst in Prison 

and through the gate and Helplines 

The Samaritans provide training to prisoners 
wishing to become Listeners. They also provide 
support and de-briefing to Listeners once 
trained. They attend the Prison on a weekly 
basis, and are available for confidential support 
to those who request it. 
Tel: 116 123 

Prisoners’ Families Helpline  
Free and confidential service who provide 
practical and emotional support, information 
and advice. 
Tel: 0808 808 344   Mon to Fri 10am-5pm 
Email helpline@prisonadvice.org.uk  

County Council’s Domestic Abuse Information 
Surrey County Council 
Domestic abuse is more than physical violence. 
It involves the use of power by one adult over 
another. Domestic abuse can affect everyone 
regardless of race, age, gender or sexuality 

Seetec Justice, as an operating arm of Seetec 
BTC Ltd, delivers rehabilitation and criminal 
justice services in prison and the community to 
reduce reoffending and protect service users 
and communities from risk of harm. This 
includes operating the Kent, Surrey and Sussex 
Community Rehabilitation Company  

Military Corrective Training Centre 
The MCTC is an establishment that provides 
corrective training for those servicemen and 
women sentenced to periods of detention; it is 
not a prison.  The principal function of the 
MCTC is to detain personnel, both male and 
female, of the three Services and civilians 
subject to the Armed Forces Act, in accordance 
with the provisions of the Service Custody and 
Service of Relevant Sentences Rules 2009 
(SCSRSR 09).  

National Association of Prison Visitors 
Volunteer visitors attend the Prison on a 
weekly basis, and provide visits to those 
individuals who would otherwise not receive 
social visits. 
info@naopv.com  

Liaison and Diversion (L&D) services operate 
by referring offenders who are identified with 
having mental health, learning disabilities, 
substance misuse or other vulnerabilities to an 
appropriate treatment or support service. 
The most important areas of operation for L&D 
services are: identification, assessment, 
screening and referral. 

A full Job Centre Plus service is available in the 
Induction and Pre-Release Centre and can be 
accessed upon application, during induction or 
during pre-release sessions. 
 Information and Support 

Visits, Housing, Employment on Discharge from 
service, Drug/Alcohol, Finance, Legal Issues 

Statutory Services 

Surrey Outset  
Offers ‘through-the-gate’ mentoring, to assist 
ex-offenders acquire the resilience to meet 
their post-release needs, and signpost them to 
appropriate sources of support.  Covers Kent, 
Surrey and West Sussex.  Tel: 07771 547462  

Offenders Families Helpline 
A national helpline for family member of 
someone in contact with the criminal justice 
system.  Tel: 0808 808 2003    
Mon to Fri 9am-8pm / Sat and Sun 10am-3pm 

Surrey Against Domestic Abuse  
Helpline provided by yourSanctury 
Tel: 01483 776822 (open 7 days a week 9am-
9pm)  
Offering emotional and practical support to 

people and their children. 

Health and Justice NHS England has the 
responsibility for ensuring care is provided 
within Prison service. 
Clinical Commissioning Groups are the 
responsible commissioner for health services 
for the community based population. 
Local Authorities s have the  responsible for 
commissioning many of public health services 
including substance misuse for people in their 
area including those who are engaged with the 
youth and criminal justice system. 

The National Offender Management Service 
(NOMS)  
This is the Executive Agency of the Ministry of 
Justice.  Its purpose is to protect the public and 
reduce reoffending by delivering the 
punishment and orders of the courts and 
supporting rehabilitation by helping offenders 
to reform their lives.  

RBLI - LifeWorks 
LifeWorks is a course which equips ex-Armed 
Forces personnel with the tools to get into and 
maintain a civilian job that is appropriate for 
them.  
 

ACT (Action Counters Terrorism  (Prevent) 
To protect vulnerable people and communities 
by stopping people becoming terrorists or 
supporting violent extremism. 
If you have any worries or concerns in relation 
or would like more information see  
Surrey Police website  
Metropolitan Police website 
Tel: 101 Emergency 999 
for online reporting 
National number 0800 789321 
Also see Community Safety Partnership for 
local contact Street Community  
Police and other services are asking if anyone 
has served in the AFC. If yes they are giving 
SSAFA contacts. If you need help contact SSAFA 
see Prison In-reach for contact details 

Kent, Surrey and Sussex Community 
Rehabilitation Company 
Deliver a range of rehabilitation and 
probationary services to people who have been 
sentenced by a court to either custody or 
community supervision and who are classed as 
low to medium risk. 

National Help Line24/7       
A confidential helpline for women experiencing 
domestic violence, their family, friends, 
colleagues and others calling on their behalf.  
Tel: 0808 200 0247 

Domestic Violence 

Still in service / transitioning? 

Early Intervention 

Mens Advice Line 
A confidential helpline for men experiencing 
domestic violence from a partner or ex-partner 
(or from other family members). 
Tel: 0808 801 0327 

Statutory Provisions 

Veterans in Custody Support Officers 
The prisons ask offenders during registrations if 
they have served. VICSOs are a voluntary 
initiative adopted by some prisons to support 
identified veterans 

NACRO  Was the National Association for the 
Care and Resettlement of Offenders. Work in 
Community-based centres, prisons and secure 
training centres. Work with people to help 
them resettle into the community. 

Clinks  
Provides a directory of voluntary organisations 
that work with offenders and their families.   

Sussex Pathways 
Volunteer mentors help offender’s through-
the-gate with their transition into the 
community. Based at HMP High Down (near 
Sutton) and women prisoners in HMP 
Bronzefield (near staines), 01273 785335.  
 

Outreach Services in Surrey 
Offer independent, confidential listening 
service to anyone affected by domestic abuse 
East Surrey Outreach Service - 01737 771350 
Your Sanctuary Domestic Abuse Outreach 
Service - 01483 776822 
North Surrey Outreach Service - 01932 260690 
South West Surrey Domestic Abuse Outreach 
Service - 01483 898884 

Stepping Up   
A service for individuals who are worried about 
their abusive behaviour and want to change. 
Tel:  07921 937889 or 01622 356477 
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Defence Relationship Management 
Provides information and advice regarding the 
employment and training obligations of 
Reservists and employers’ legal rights.  The 
benefits to employers 

Advice to Employers 

Remploy – Veterans Branch 
Development, training, learning and 
rehabilitation to help disabled individuals 
prepare for, gain and remain in work. 
veterans@remploy.co.uk  Tel: 0845 600 2517 

European Funding Programmes 
Veterans can be supported by a range of 
programmes funded by the European Social 
Fund (ESF) and delivered by a range of 
providers including RBLI.  These programmes 
suit those who need additional support in 
becoming work ready.   

The Poppy Factory  
Help wounded, injured or sick veterans retrain 
and re-skill and support them in finding new 
careers. Tel: 020 8940 3305, 
Administrator@poppyfactory.org  

Surrey County Council  
Information on how to and what volunteering 
opportunities are available including with local 
charities and community groups. 

 

Help for Heroes Career Recovery   
For wounded soldiers in their transition to 
civilian life to explore employment options 
and provide confidence with a focus on 
mental health support. Tel: 01980 844 280 

Recruit for Spouses 
A recruitment agency set up and run by 
spouses to provide help to spouses of 
someone in service. Tel: 0845 612 0707, 
enquiries@recruitforspouses.co.uk  

Skillforce  
National education charity whose mission is to 
empower children and young people to make 
positive choices, building confidence, 
resilience and good character using the skills 
and experience of ex-Services personnel.   
Tel: 01623 827 651 

X-Forces 
Supports ex-forces and their families to start-
up businesses by providing them with loans, 
mentoring and support. 
info@x-forces.com     Tel: 0800 3689 533 

Career Transition Partnership  
Provides service leavers with employability 
support before they leave and for up to two 
years after discharge. 
Central Support Team will provide regional 
contacts  Tel: 0121 236 0058 

Future Horizons  
Resettlement provision and employment 
support for early service leavers, delivered by 
the by Career Transition Partnership 
Tel: 0121 236 0058 

Job Centre Plus – For Ex-Armed Forces 

 Work Coaches identify whether a claimant 
has links to the Armed Forces.  

 Have a large list of referral organisations 
for ex-Armed Forces which covers provision 
across the country.  

 Run an ex-Armed Forces Hub to provide 
information and support on employment, 
volunteering, housing, health & wellbeing 

 

Job Centre Plus 

 Find your local JCP here 

 Provides resources and training 
opportunities for job-seekers to find work 

 Administer claims for benefits such as 
Universal Credit. 

 Provides a job seeking service through 
Universal Job Match 

 Partners can advise on self-employment. 

Local Authorities  
Provide a limited range of employment 
related support services to individuals 
seeking work.  The type of support available 
includes: Financial assistance grants, 
supported employment, Nationally 
Accredited IAG, matching to local vacancies, 
self-employment guidance, jobs fairs. 

Surrey County Council 
The website contains tips and guidance on 
how to get a Job. Search links to jobs and 
specific link for the Armed Forces community 

Those who have signed the covenant 

 First Military 

 Ex-Mil Recruitment 

4exMilitary 

 J1 Consulting 
Those identified but have not signed covenant 

 Force Select 

 Forces Recruiting 

 Forces Business Net 

Oppo Recruitment 

 Forces Recruitment Services 
 

Demob Job 

XMR 
 

Life Works  
Courses for ex-service personnel and their 
spouses/partners to help find sustainable 
employment.  Tel: 0800 319 6844 

Civvy Street 
Part of the Royal British Legion.  An online 
resource, for job ready people to get further 
training and skills.  Website has many job 
vacancies and access to free online courses. 
Tri-service and will help family members.  
Tel: 0800 169 4073 

Regular Forces Employment Agency 
Supports all ranks to find employment from 
the day of discharge throughout their 
working lives.  
Central Support Team Tel: 0121 262 3058 

Prince's Trust Enterprise Programme 
Helps people interested in self-employment to 
explore and test their ideas, write plans and 
start their own businesses. (18-30 yrs) 
Tel: 0800 842842, info@princes-trust.org.uk  

Employers are encouraged to consider the 
Employers Recognition Scheme where they 
will be able to demonstrate their support of 
the Armed Forces Covenant by achieving 
Bronze, Silver and Gold Awards. 

Still in service / transitioning? 

Online Support 

Recruitment Businesses Statutory Provision 

Volunteering 

The Council's Business Team can signpost you 
to the relevant business support organisations 
that can help you in your growth plans and if 
you are seeking to set up a new business. 
Guildford   
Elmbridge 
Epson and Ewell 
Farnham  
Mole Valley 
Reigate and Banstead 
 
 

Courses 

Enterprise First  
Delivering programmes throughout Surrey, 
hosting training and workshops  They offer 
free business advice in partnership with local 
Councils and also provide information on 
securing funding: Guildford and Waverley 

 
 

Officers’ Association 

Provides job-seeking and employability 
support to officers leaving the service.  Have a 
job database called Executive Jobs accessed 
through their website   Tel: 0117 906 3580 
 

 

Do-it   
A national online Volunteering website 

Self-Employment/Business Start-Up 

Wounded, Injured, Sick 

Runnymede  
Spelthorne  
Surrey Heath  
Tandridge  
Waverley  
Woking  
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SPACES (Single Persons Accommodation 
Centre for the Ex-Services)  
Helps find accommodation up to 6 months 
after discharge for single, ex-service 
personnel with no permanent home. 
Information and advice only if +6 months 
discharge. Catterick Garrison, Tel: 01748 
833797. spaces@riverside.org.uk  
 

The Royal British Legion 
Provide advice and guidance on housing 
options and may provide rent deposit bonds 
to eligible applicants, if statutory provision is 
not available.  Tel: 0808 802 8080 

SSAFA 
Offers housing advice and assistance for all 
veterans and their spouses, including 
disabled ex-service, separated families 
looking for temporary accommodation or 
the homeless. Tel: 01483 208111 

The MOD Joint Services Housing Advice 
Office (JSHAO)  
Provides Service Leavers and ex Service 
Personnel still occupying Service Family 
Accommodation with advice on housing 
options and if possible places into social 
housing. Aldershot, 01252 787574. JSHAO 
Tel Advice Line: 0800 3287641.  

Shelter  
Homeless charity provides specific advice 
online for ex-forces on housing choices and 
financial help. General housing advice 
available with Shelterline: 0808 800 444 
 

RAF Association Sheltered Housing 
For those of retirement age who wish to 
retain their independence, can care for 
themselves and require minimal support. 
All ex-RAF personnel and their spouses may 
apply. Storrington Tel: 01903 744701 

Haig Homes 
A housing association that provides rented 
housing for people who have served in the 
armed forces. The majority of homes are 
suitable for families. No sheltered, 
residential or nursing homes. Morden, 
Surrey  Tel: 0208 685 5777 

Chaseley House  
A home for severely disabled people 
providing treatment for spinal injury, 
Acquired Brain Injury and stroke, Multiple 
Sclerosis, Parkinson's disease. Priority given 
to ex-service personnel and their 
dependants.  Respite and rehabilitation is 
also offered. Eastbourne, Tel: 01323 
744200  info@chaseleytrust.org  

Mais House (RBL) 
Exclusive to ex-Service people and their 
dependants. They have 48 single and three 
double bedrooms. The team of nurses and 
care assistants are on hand 24 hours a day. 
Bexhill on Sea, Tel: 01424 215871 

Sussexdown (formerly RAFA) 
57 nursing care beds include 4 for short 
welfare breaks and convalescence. Now 
open to everyone but priority is given to ex- 
RAF people and their dependants.  
Storrington, Tel: 01903 744221  

St Vincent’s (SSAFA) 
Residential Care Home on the Isle of Wight. 
stvincents@ssafa.org  Tel: 01983 563248  

Belvedere House 
Accommodation for elderly persons or their 
widows who have some connections with 
the sea. Sheltered housing and nursing care 
in Banstead, Surrey  01737 360 106 
 
 Royal British Legion Industries RBLI 
The Royal British Legion Village located 
south of Aylesford, Kent, provides nursing 
homes, sheltered housing and independent 
living units, as well as employment and 
social activities. living@rbli.co.uk 
Tel: 01622 795900 / 01622 795910 

Use this pathway in conjunction with the homeless and physical health pathway to get full information 

Officers Association  
May be able to help with living cost and 
essential repairs, top -up payments. They 
provide advice and/or information. The 
website also provides links to housing and 
care. 

Still in service / transitioning? 

Advice and Support 

Stoll100 
Provides housing and support to disabled ex-
service personnel, including people with 
poor mental health, alcohol problems or 
homeless issues. Tel: 0207 385 2110 

Blind Veterans UK – formerly St Dunstan’s 
Helps visually impaired ex-service persons 
with rehabilitation, resolving housing issues 
and has social activities. 85 bedrooms mainly 
for short-term visitors, but some are 
permanent homes for people who need 
residential care. Tel: 0800 389 7979 

Wounded and Injured 

Veterans no longer need to demonstrate a 
connection to the local authority area 
where they wish to live, providing their 
housing application is made within five 
years of their service ending.  

All veterans can apply for social housing 
with any local authority.  They may receive 
additional preference due to having served 
in the forces.  However, because social 
housing is in such very short supply, even 
housing applicants with additional 
preference can still face a very long wait for 
social housing.  

Council Allocation Schemes/Policies will 
vary from each but many may award 
additional medical priority in regard to 
significant injury or disability when the 
existing accommodation is considered 
unsuitable and there are unlikely to be any 
suitable alternative options. This would also 
apply to applicants whose medical factors 
are attributable to serving in the Armed 
Forces.  

Housing Options Teams offer advice by pre-
arranged interview or at their housing drop-
in advice clinics and on council websites 
 

Guildford   Tel: 01483 444244 
Elmbridge  Tel: 01372 474590 
Epson and Ewell   Tel: 01372 732000 
Farnham   Tel: 01483 523333 
Mole Valley   Tel: 01306 885001 
Reigate and Banstead  Tel: 01737 276000 
Runnymede   Tel: 01932 838383 
Spelthorne    Tel: 01784 446383 
Surrey Heath   Tel: 01276 707127 
Tandridge  Tel: 01883 722000 
Waverley  Tel: 01483 523188 
Woking    Tel: 01483 743834 
 

Due to the severe shortage of social 
housing in Surrey the most realistic housing 
option for housing customers under threat 
of homelessness is help to secure private 
rented accommodation. 

After applying you will be put into a Band. 
Every council has different policies and 
Bands ex-Armed Forces persons differently. 

Applying to the Housing Register 
Each Council’s process is different; either 
online, at interview or a mixture of both. 

Statutory Provision Residential Care Homes / Respite 

Sheltered / Retirement  

There are different types of social housing 
in Surrey.  Some are managed by Boroughs 
and District Councils, while others are 
managed by Housing Associations. 
Surrey County Council has a page on 
support for the Armed Forces Community. 
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Help for Heroes 
Run in-house programmes, such as Hidden 
Wounds, for (ex) service personnel 
requiring psychological support. Tel: 01980 
844280 or 0808 2020 144 

Rethink Mental Illness 
Helps everyone affected by severe mental 
illness, such as schizophrenia and bipolar 
disorder, recover a better quality of life. 
National Advice Service - 0300 5000 927 10:00 
to 13:00, Mon-Fri, advice@rethink.org 

Samaritans 
Provides 24hr support Tel: 116 123 
Visit website for local branch details. 

Cruse Bereavement Care 
Can provide support to Military families 
following bereavement, including practical 
information, dealing with the media and what 
support can be expected from the Military 
after a death in Service. There are local offices 
across Surrey Helpline 0808 808 1677 

Combat Stress 
The primary mental health charity for 
veterans, providing clinical treatment and 
welfare support for psychological wounds.  
• Community Outreach Teams – Assist with 

low level mental health conditions. 

 OutreachSouth@combatstress.org.uk   
• Residential programmes are run at their 

treatment centre in Surrey,  
24 hour helpline: 0800 138 1619  
General enquiries: 01372 587 000 

NHS Mental healthcare for veterans  
Services available to veterans in the NHS 
can be found on the NHS Choices website. 

Military Departments of Community Mental 
Health (DCMH) 
Joint NHS and MOD service for serving 
personnel that also provides support for 6 
months after discharge. Located in large 
garrisons with links to community services.  
Combat Stress 24Hr Helpline 0800 323 4444  
 

Armed Forces Network 
The Network has been set up to improve 
standards of NHS Healthcare for Service and 
former service personnel. A wide range of 
organisations ensure the health needs of the 
local Armed Forces community and veterans 
are being met and considered across local 
health services. The Network trains Armed 
Forces Service Champions that understand 
the nature of service life and embed 
knowledge in their organisation about the 
Armed Forces, raise awareness of issues 
affecting personnel and support clients from 
the Armed Forces community.   09:00-17:00 
Mon-Fri, 01273 403693 

Big White Wall  
An online service for anyone with mental 
health difficulties (free for serving personnel, 
veterans and their families) to talk about 
what’s troubling them. The service is 
completely anonymous. Trained professionals 
are online 24/7. Promotes self-management 
of mental wellbeing.  

Surrey and Borders Partnership  
Leading provider of health and social care 
services for people of all ages with mental 
ill-health and learning disabilities in Surrey 
& North East Hampshire and drug & alcohol 
services in Surrey. 
Crisis Contact: 0300 456 8342 (24hr) 

London and South East Region Veterans 
Mental Health Service 
Providing specialist Armed Forces mental 
health services across the South East Coast.  
Providers can access this service for 
specialist advice. Tel: 020 3317 6818 
 

MIND  
Local mental health charities operating from 
local hubs. Provide advice, advocacy, day 
services, education and training, outreach 
services and support groups. 

Defence Medical Services’ Veterans and 
Reserves Mental Health Programme – 
Offers a full mental health assessment at 
closest Department of Community Mental 
Health (DCMH) by a consultant psychiatrist 
to anyone who has seen operational service 
since 1982 or Reservists who have been on 
operations since 2003. Treatment is offered 
to those whose mental health is 
attributable to their service. Referral is 
primarily via a GP. DCMH Colchester, 
Merville Barracks, Colchester, CO2 7UT 
0800 032 6258 

Rethink survivors of Suicide 
Short term specialist input for crisis 
prevention, outreach, holistic information 
and signposting. Longer term support groups 
and peer led support.  
 

NHS Counselling and Therapy  
IAPT – Improving Access to Psychological 
Therapies - NHS programme specialist staff 
provide talking therapies and self-help 
courses for people in Surrey to help with 
common mental health difficulties such as 
stress, anxiety and depression. They are a 
Primary Care Psychological Service and will 
risk assess patients. Includes Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapy (CBT), Counselling, Eye 
Movement Desensitisation Reprocessing 
(EMDR), and Couples Counselling. Self-
referrals online and by phone 
Mind Matters Surrey IAPT  (All except F) 
0300 330 5450 
 

Centre for Psychology – 01483 570 765 (G, 
SD, SH) 
 

DHC – 01306 735473 (G, SD, ES 
 

IESO Digital Health – 01954 230066 (G, 
NWS, SD, ES, SH) 
 

ThinkAction Surrey – 01483 746 900 (G, 
NWS, SD, ES, SH) 
 

Talk Plus – 01252 533355 (F) 
 

Talking Therapies – Surrey Online  
– 0300 365 200 (NWS) 
 
 
 

GW = Guildford & Waverley SD = Surrey Downs  
F =Farnham ES = East Surrey  
NWS =North West Surrey SH = Surrey Health 

Healthy Surrey  
A website resource for information to help 
improve the health and wellbeing for 
everyone in Surrey. 

Recovery Colleges  
Supporting people in their recovery through 
educational courses and workshops on a 
range of psychological, mental and physical 
health conditions. 

UK Men's Sheds Association,  
The support body for Men's Sheds across the 
UK. They're community spaces for men to 
connect, converse and create.  The activities 
are often similar to those of garden sheds, but 
for groups of men to enjoy together.  They 
help reduce loneliness and isolation, but most 
importantly, they’re fun. 
 

Activities  

Still in service / transitioning? NHS Provision 

Advice and Support 

Mental Health & Money Advice 
Online support with clear, practical advice and 
support for people experiencing issues with 
mental health and money. 

Phone Support 

Military Charity Programmes and Courses 

The Community Connections service offers a 
range of support to people in surrey, aimed 
at improving your emotional and mental 
well-being. The service accepts self-referrals, 
as well as GP and mental health professional 
referrals. Services include: one to one 
support, support groups, walking groups, 
drop in services, art groups, mindfulness 
sessions, social events and peer support, 
confidence building courses, signposting to 
local agencies. 
 

Face to Face Support 

Red Card  
Sometimes there are things going on in our 
lives that can cause stress and anxiety, such 
as housing, finances or relationship 
problems.  Red Card provides a list of 
services that can provide information, 
advice and support on a range of problems. 

Together for mental wellbeing has 24 hr 
adult residential services for those 
recovering from severe mental distress.  

Sane  
Provides emotional support services. 
Tel: 0300 304 700 4:30pm to 10:30pm 

Residential Service 
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Benefit and Welfare Advice Services – Drop-
in help available to anyone. 

The Royal British Legion 
Core services dedicated to benefits and 
money advice as well as War Pensions and 
Armed Forces Compensation Scheme advice. 
The Immediate Needs Grant Scheme can help 
with costs in a crisis e.g.: food and clothing. 
Grants can be applied for to help with e.g.: 
funeral costs, house adaptations, white 
goods, food vouchers or a disability. 
Tel: 0808 802 8080 
SSAFA 
Provides professional financial advice, can 
give grants for a range of reasons, accessed 
through caseworkers. surrey@ssafa.org.uk 
Tel: 01483 208111 
The Forces Pension Society 
Ensures Armed Forces personnel, their 
partners and dependants receive the pension 
to which they are entitled.  
Tel:  0207 820 9988   
Money Force 
Guidance and financial tips designed for 
Service people and families. 
Military Debt Help (UK) 
Run by ex-military to help the military 
community deal with debt issues. Tonbridge, 
Kent. Tel: 01732 365380 
Regimental Associations  
Often have funds to help former servicemen 
in need. The link above will direct you to the 
Directory Associations.  
Veterans Advisory & Pensions Committees  
Formerly the War Pensions Committee. 
Advise veterans and their families on 
government pensions and allowances. 
Contact local office through 0800 169 2277 

Helplines 
Forcesline 
A confidential free phone helpline operated 
by SSAFA.  Tel: 0800 731 4880 
Combat Stress and Rethink 
24hr helpline. Tel: 0800 138 1619 

Home Instead  
Specialists in non-medical care of older people 
in their homes.  
For locally owned and operated offices, see 
website or contact tel: 01925 730 273 

Citizens Advice Bureaus 
Can be accessed locally or online via their 
website. 

Other Charities offering Welfare Support 

 ABF – The Soldiers Charity 

 Royal Navy and Royal Marines Charity 

 The Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund  

 Royal Air Force Association 

Turn 2 Us – Grants and Funding 
Free online service to help people access 
welfare benefits, charitable grants and other 
financial help. Can filter searches by 
occupation – Armed Forces / Veteran. 

Peer Support 
The Ripple Pond  
Support groups for families of injured service 
persons, and veterans.  Tel: 01252 913021  

Veterans UK  
Provides a range of advice and services 
including:  

• Pensions and compensation claims 
• Service records, medals and badges  
• Welfare support 

Also offers advice on where to get help on 
benefits, loans and grants, emergency 
accommodation, finding a job and retraining. 
Tel: 0808 1914 2 18 

The Veterans Welfare Service (VWS)  
Providing assistance following a change in 
situation that may have resulted in a welfare 
need, such as: leaving the services, 
bereavement or changes in disablement, 
income or housing. Provided by telephone or 
a dedicated visiting service via a national 
network of Welfare Managers. SE England 
Tel: 023 92 702232, Helpline: 0800 169 2277 

Support for families 

 Army Families Federation (AFF)  

 Naval Families Federation (NFF)  

 Royal Air Force Families Federation  

Help, Advice and Support 

Caseworker and Face-to-Face Support 
Royal British Legion 
Offers direct support. Outreach Support 
helping those with complex needs   
Tel: 0808 802 8080 
SSAFA  
Local caseworkers provide home calls and 
face to face support. surrey@ssafa.org.uk  
Tel: 01483 208111 
Defence Medical Welfare Service 
Providing independent and confidential 
medical welfare service to the Armed Forces 
Community and the police.  
Tel: 0800 999 3697 
 

Adult Social Care Services 
Provided by City and County authorities.  
Services are available to everybody with no 
special services or support for ex-Armed 
forces. They will arrange an assessment to 
ensure you meet the current eligibility 
criteria. If successful they will provide support 
with a number of services. 
Surrey County Council   
Adult Social Care web pages includes 
information on preventative services to help 
residents keep safe, fit and well, our care 
assessment process, paying for care and 
support during a mental health crisis. 
 

Tel: 0300 200 1005 (Mon - Fri 8-6) 
Email  contactcentre.adults@surreycc.gov.uk  
Send confidential Online form 
 

Tel: 01483 517898 (out of hours emergency) 
edt.ssd@surreycc.gov.uk  
 

Surrey Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub 
(MASH) Tel: 0300 470 9100 (Mon - Fri 9-5) 
ascmash@surreycc.gov.uk  

MOD Services 

Drop-In 
There are a number of monthly drop-ins 
being developed across the county.  See the 
Councils Armed forces calendar for details. 

Veterans’ Gateway 
Providing a single point of contact for 
veterans seeking advice and support. 
24/7 Tel: 0808 802 1212  
Text:  81212 and live chats via their website 

Local Library 
The local libraries hold a selection of 
resources and have access to internet. 

Armed Forces Charities  
Online resource is a comprehensive 
searchable database of the Armed Forces 
Charity sector.  
Royal British Legion Knowledge Base 
Online resource which answers questions 
regarding support to veterans. 

Cobseo 
This is the Confederation of Service Charities, 
providing a single point of contact for 
interaction with Government, including local 
government and the Devolved 
Administrations; with the Royal Household; 
with the Private Sector; and, of course, with 
other members of the Armed Forces 
Community. 

General Information sites 
Surrey Information Point 
A directory of care, support and wellbeing 
services mainly for adults over the age of 25. 
Family Information Directory 
A children’s directory, encompassing all 
childcare and children’s services in Surrey. 
Community information sheets 
Contact details of key social care, community 
support and health organisations/services in 
each of Surrey's 11 Borough and District 
areas. 

Directories of Services 

Forces Law 
Network of civilian lawyers who specialise in 
advising serving and former members of the 
Armed Forces, their families and dependents. 
Services cover all aspects of civilian law: also 
provide advice and assistance to those 
who’ve been arrested, or referred to a court-
martial.  Tel: 0845 601 1260 

Solicitors/Business support 

Local Authority Support 

Money Debt and Finance 

Home Care Service  
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND:

1.1 The Surrey Cycling Strategy (2014-2026) recognises the health, pollution and 
congestion reduction benefits of encouraging a shift away from personal motorised 
transport to cycling.  A good quality cycling network also enables transport for 
those who are unable, or chose not, to use a motorised vehicle.  The aim of the 
strategy is more people cycling in Surrey, more safely. 

1.2 Objective 2 of the Surrey Cycling Strategy states that ‘Surrey Local Committees 
will oversee development of Local Cycle Plans that reflect local priorities and 
issues.’ These are to be developed in partnership and the strategy invites local 
involvement to the local cycle plans.  This ensures the Local Cycle Plans are 
responsive to local needs and concerns and supports the objectives of the overall 
strategy.

1.3 The Surrey Heath Local Cycling Plan also supports the Surrey Heath Local 
Transport Strategy and the Surrey Heath Core Strategy Spatial Vision.  The latter 

SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL

LOCAL COMMITTEE (SURREY HEATH)

DATE: 4 OCTOBER 2018

LEAD 
OFFICER:

BECKY WILLSON, TRANSPORT PLANNER (CYCLING)

SUBJECT: SURREY HEATH LOCAL CYCLING PLAN

DIVISION: All

SUMMARY OF ISSUE:

As part of the Surrey Transport Plan, a Surrey Cycling Strategy was approved by 
Cabinet in December 2013. The Strategy set out a role for Local Committees to 
oversee the development of Local Cycling Plans. This report presents the Surrey 
Heath Local Cycling Plan.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The Local Committee (Surrey Heath) is asked to agree that:

(i) The Surrey Heath Local Cycling Plan as attached in Annex A is approved 
and,

(ii) work continues on prioritising and advancing the cycle routes where 
possible.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS:

The Surrey Heath Local Cycling Plan has being created in line with the Surrey 
Cycling Strategy and has been instigated by, and developed with, local residents 
who wish to see more, and better, cycle provision in the borough.
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states its aim to improve travel choice and transport services to encourage 
sustainable travel patterns and, in particular, reduce reliance on the private car.

1.4 The Surrey Heath Local Cycling Plan was instigated due to the interest of local 
residents and councillors. An initial meeting was held in West End on 16 January 
2018 after Councillor Mike Goodman asked local residents about their views on 
local cycling issues on Facebook. This generated significant positive interest and 
over 20 local residents came out on a snowy evening to attend a meeting about 
the cycle plan.  Follow up meetings were held in February and July which were 
also well supported.  The overwhelming sentiment was that residents wanted cycle 
routes to local key destinations such as schools and train stations.

1.5 The local cycling plan identifies a network of desirable infrastructure around Surrey 
Heath and is attached as Annex A. This has been developed by identifying routes 
to key destinations, and using local resident’s knowledge of desirable routes and 
useful shortcuts or tracks away from the highway.

1.6 Regarding infrastructure, the Surrey Cycling Strategy states, “We will improve 
infrastructure for cycling by securing funding to develop high quality, joined up 
cycle routes, taking account of international best practice, utilising off road and 
quiet streets, and separating cyclists from motorised traffic on busy roads where 
feasible. We will focus our efforts on routes that connect where people live with 
where they work, shop and go to school and with rail and bus stations.”

1.7 This approach arises from the view that most people do not wish to mix with heavy 
traffic when cycling and that the prospect of doing so prevents some people 
cycling altogether. This was reflected in the consultation for the Strategy, where 
the most common response to the questions, ‘what would encourage you to cycle 
more often?’ and ‘which of the following would encourage you to take up cycling?’ 
was in both cases, ‘more cycle routes, particularly away from busy traffic’.

1.8 This also supports the Surrey Transport Plan (LTP3) which aims to help people to 
meet their transport and travel needs effectively, reliably, safely and sustainably 
within Surrey; in order to promote economic vibrancy, protect and enhance the 
environment and improve the quality of life 

1.9 The strategy also recognises infrastructure provision by itself will not achieve the 
full potential benefits of cycling.  The local residents who input into the plan were 
keen that promotion, cycle training and driver education were also covered.  
Promotion and events are an essential especially in relation to public health 
programmes that are trying to reduce levels of inactivity in both the child and adult 
population.

1.10 Skills and behaviour are another key area of activity. A person cycling needs to 
achieve a basic level of traffic awareness, skills and control even if their intention is 
to ride only on quiet roads or cycle paths. Initiatives such as Drive Smart address 
all road users including people cycling; lawful behaviour and understanding and 
respect of other road users.
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2. ANALYSIS:

2.1 In Surrey Heath 1.9% commute to work by cycle according to 2011 census data 
(Surrey as a county is 2.5%).  This is despite 43% of residents having a commute 
of less than 10 kilometres; a distance most people could leisurely cycle in 30 
minutes.  This is due in part to very busy roads and very little cycle infrastructure.  
The total combined length of off-carriageway cycle infrastructure in Surrey Heath is 
23 kilometres (14 miles). The existing cycle infrastructure is not continuous and 
does not present a practical network to those wishing to cycle. Figure 1 shows the 
current cycle infrastructure in the borough.

Figure 1: Existing cycle infrastructure in Surrey Heath

2.2 Despite the low levels of cycling 53% of borough residents own a bicycle and, of 
those who don’t, 18% have access to one (Surrey Cycling Monitoring Survey 
2014).  Surrey County Council offers subsidised cycle training to all schools and 14 
of the boroughs schools take up this offer annually.  

2.3 The level of interest in the Surrey Heath Cycling Plan shows there are many 
residents who see the benefit of investing in cycle infrastructure. The Department 
for Transport’s sponsored Propensity to Cycle tool shows where the greatest 
increases can be seen in cycling.  Figure 2 is based on the ‘Government Target’ 
scenario which predicts where the biggest increases could be if nationally cycling 
is at double the level it is now.  This is weighted so areas with many short, flat trips 
and a below-average current rate of cycling are projected to more than double.  
Conversely, areas with above-average levels of cycling and many long-distance 
hilly commuter routes will experience less than a doubling.
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Figure 2: Potential increase in cyclists based on the Propensity to Cycle Tool under the 
government target scenario

2.4 Creating a network of paths that are separated from busy roads will require 
substantial capital investment and it is a long-term prospect. The Department of 
Transport does make significant sums available for transport schemes, including 
cycling, either directly or through Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs). Highway 
authorities have to bid when a pot of funding is announced. The timescale for bids 
can be relatively short. It is an advantage in bidding processes if schemes have 
been developed to a point that shows they are feasible, have benefits and have a 
reliable cost estimate.

2.5 Annex A shows the suggested network of cycle routes that has been developed 
through analysis of origins and destinations and through consultation with local 
residents and community groups.

3. OPTIONS:

3.1 The development of the Surrey Heath Local Cycle Plan has identified numerous 
routes around the borough.  As we lack the resources to implement significant 
lengths of cycle routes it is suggested that the next steps are to create a prioritised 
list of routes and explore funding opportunities. 
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4. CONSULTATIONS:

4.1 The local cycling plan has been developed in partnership with councillors, local 
residents and community groups.  This involved three local meetings which were 
held in West End Village Hall, regular emails to all local contacts, and information 
hosted online.

4.2 Information on the Surrey Heath Local Cycling Plan remains available online at 
www.travelsmartsurrey.info/cycling.  This includes a link to an anonymous survey 
where comments can be left on the plan.  Over the spring and summer 2018 
period in-depth comments were left online, or directly emailed, suggesting 
relevant cycle routes and commenting on what should be included.  Route 
suggestions have been included on the map in Annex A.  Comments not relating 
to infrastructure were around promotion, cycle training and driver education and 
these are included in other areas of the local cycle plan which are addressed on 
the Surrey Heath Local Cycling Plan webpage.

4.3 The Surrey Cycling Strategy was also fully consulted on when it was developed 
during 2013/14.

5. FINANCIAL AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS:

5.1 All the Infrastructure identified by the Surrey Heath Local Cycling Plan will require 
considerable revenue funding to develop and capital investment to deliver.  

5.2 The purpose of the plan is to provide a strategic approach to delivering cycle 
infrastructure over the short, medium and long-term.

5.3 Possible sources of funding may involve developer contributions/Community 
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) or bids to the Local Enterprise Partnership, Department 
for Transport (DfT), or other grant bodies.  

5.4 The Local Committee may choose to fund some improvements where there are 
lower costs involved.

6. EQUALITIES AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS:

6.1 An equalities impact assessment was undertaken for the Surrey Cycling Strategy 
and covers the Local Cycling Plan.

7. LOCALISM:

7.1 The Surrey Heath Local Cycling Plan will be a borough wide document.  Specific 
actions will have local impacts in their specified areas, and these will be assessed 
as proposals are brought forwards.
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8. OTHER IMPLICATIONS:

Area assessed: Direct Implications:
Crime and Disorder No significant implications arising 

from this report
Sustainability (including Climate 
Change and Carbon Emissions)

Set out below.

Corporate Parenting/Looked After 
Children

No significant implications arising 
from this report 

Safeguarding responsibilities for 
vulnerable children and adults  

No significant implications arising 
from this report 

Public Health Set out below. 

8.1 Sustainability implications

Increasing levels of walking and cycling can have a positive impact in congestion 
reduction and a consequent reduction in carbon emissions.

The Surrey Heath Local Cycling Plan has identified a network of routes to enable 
and encourage cycling in the borough and suggested the types of improvements 
needed.  The creation of well-designed cycle routes connecting residential areas 
with key destinations will encourage modal shift which has implications for health, 
improved mobility, accessibility and reduced dependency on private vehicles.

8.2 Public Health implications

Active travel (walking and cycling), particularly for utility trips such as travelling to 
work, school and shopping, is considered a key deliverable against public health 
priorities such as obesity and air quality. The National Institute for Health and 
Care Excellence (NICE) Guidance – Physical Activity: Walking and cycling states 
that walking and cycling reduces the risk of heart disease, stroke, cancer, obesity 
and type 2 diabetes.  It can help keep the muscoskeletal system healthy and 
promote mental wellbeing.

9. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

9.1 The cycle provision in Surrey Heath is currently disjointed and scarce however 
there is local support for improved cycle infrastructure. This will provide local 
residents with opportunities to cycle rather than drive and lead to many benefits 
such as improved health for those who cycle, and reduced congestion and 
pollution for all residents.

9.2 It is recommended that the Local Committee (Surrey Heath) approves the Surrey 
Heath Local Cycling Plan.

9.3 As there is such an extensive network of suggested routes it is suggested that 
further work is done to prioritise these based on greatest benefits and available (or 
potential) funding.
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10. WHAT HAPPENS NEXT:

10.1 If the Local Committee (Surrey Heath) approve the Surrey Heath Cycling Plan it 
will be used as a basis to seek funding for cycle improvements.  As new policy 
documents are being written or updated for Surrey Heath, such as the Local 
Transport Strategy the Local Cycling Plan will inform these plans. 

10.2 As there is such an extensive network of suggested routes it is suggested that 
further work is done to prioritise these based on greatest benefits and available (or 
potential) funding.

Contact Officer:
Becky Willson
Transport Planner: Cycling
020 8541 8042

Consulted:
County officers
Elected members
Local residents
Community groups
Schools

Annexes:
Annex A: Surrey Heath Cycling Plan map

Sources/background papers:
 Census data (2011)
 County Cycling Monitoring Survey data (2015) Summary here: 

https://www.travelsmartsurrey.info/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/71591/cycling-monitor-
summary.pdf 

 Propensity to Cycle Tool – www.pct.bike 
 Surrey Cycling Strategy (2014-2026)
 Surrey Cycling Strategy Equality Impact Assessment
 Surrey Heath Cycling Plan webpage https://www.travelsmartsurrey.info/cycling/district-

and-borough-cycling-plans/surrey-heath-cycling-plan 
 Surrey Heath Core Strategy
 Surrey Heath Local Transport Plan (2014)
 Surrey Transport Plan (LTP3)
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Printed By:     BW
Printed On:     Sept 18
Project No:     
Scale: 1:45,000± Annex  A: Surrey Heath Cycling  Plan

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

Original Size A3

© Crow n cop yrig ht and database rig hts 2018 OS 100019613. Use of this data is subject to terms and conditions (see below ). Ex cep t A-Z Street Atlas © Cop yrig ht of the Publishers Geog rap hers’ A-Z Map  Comp any Ltd.
OS terms & conditions: You are permitted 

to use this data solely to enable you to 
respond to, or interact with, the organisation 
that provided you with the data. You are not 
permitted to copy, sub-licence, distribute or 

sell any of this data to third parties in any form.

Cycle infrastructure
Existing cycle track
Existing cycle lane
Existing greenway
Existing signed advisory route
Suggested cycle track
Suggested greenway
Suggested cycle-friendly traffic management
Suggested signed advisory route
District boundaries
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Local Committee Decision Tracker
This tracker monitors progress against the decisions that the Joint Committee has made. It is updated before each 
committee meeting. When decisions are reported to the committee as complete, they are marked as ‘closed’, and will 
subsequently be removed from the tracker.

Decisions will remain on the tracker where ‘closed’ but not complete. This indicates that the decision has not yet been 
fully implemented, but that further progress is not possible at this time. The reasons for this will be indicated in the 
comment section. Decisions will be marked as ‘open’, where work to implement the decision is ongoing.

Meeting Date Item Decision Status 
(Open / 
Closed)

Officer Comment or Update

6 March 2016 8 Four-Way traffic lights Frimley 
Green. To arrange a meeting to 
include the two key petitioners, 
Surrey Highways, Surrey Heath 
Planning and the developers to 
explore possible alternative 
solutions.

Closed Transport 
Development 
Planning Team 
Leader

Meeting held in June 2018 with 
Skanska to look at alternative options. 
The deadline for completing the traffic 
mitigation works in Frimley Green is 
now February 2021. Nothing further for 
LC to do at this stage. 

2 March 2017 & 13 
Jul 2017 

5b/5a A petition was received 
requesting a 20mph speed limit, 
with relevant features, along 
Heathpark Drive, Birch Road 
and Oakwood Road, 
Windlesham. 

Closed Area Highways 
Manager

A further report on Heathpark Drive, 
Birch Road and Oakwood Road will be 
bought to the Committee upon 
completion of Surrey County Council’s 
review of the Speed Limit Policy in 
Autumn 2018. To be reviewed at a 
later date.

30 November 2017 4a Meet with Costa Coffee, 
Bagshot to discuss issues 
raised out of the Level 3 Safety 
Audit. 

Closed Transport 
Development 
Planning (TDP) 
Team Leader

Level 3 Safety Audit has been 
completed and briefing note with the 
outcomes has been circulated 
publically.

30 June 2016

14 April 2018

10 Lucas Green Road – update on 
a petition from June 2016 to 
include design and consultation 
of a one way system along the 
road and arranging a site visit 
with TDP officers to discuss 
residents concerns 

Closed Area Highways 
Manager and 
Transport 
Development 
Planning Team 
Leader

Design and consultation of a suitable 
one way system to begin end of May 
2018. Delivery of the scheme is 
dependent on funds.
TDP have had contact with Traffic 
Commissioner to discuss moving 
forward and how to advise residents. 
No further action at this stage.
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14 April 2018 7 Advertisement and 
implementation of proposed new 
and amended parking 
restrictions

Open Parking Engineer Parking amendments advertised 
between 8 August – 12 September.

14 April 2018 9 The dedication of the footway 
along the southern side of the 
A30 London Road (Bagshot) 
between The Maultway (B3015) 
and Bagshot High Street 
(B3029) as shared use 
footway/cycleway 

Open Area Highways 
Manager

Construction due to take place in 
Autumn 2018.

14 April 2018 9 A notice is advertised in 
accordance with the Road 
Traffic Regulation Act 1984, the 
effects of which will be to 
prohibit motor vehicles from the 
section of The Square, Bagshot 
(B3029)

Open Area Highways 
Manager

Parish council have been consulted 
and preferred option identified. Wider 
public consultation still to be 
undertaken.

14 June 2018 5 Safer Travel Team to carry out 
an assessment outside Holy 
Trinity CofE School, West End 
when nearby developments 
have been completed.

Closed Area Highways 
Manager with Safer 
Travel Team

Developments in West End are still 
some time off being completed. To be 
re-opened at such a time.

14 June 2018 7 A notice is advertised in 
accordance with the Traffic 
Regulation Act 1984, the effects 
of which are to revoke any 
existing traffic orders necessary, 
and introduce a 40mph speed 
limit to the length of the C4 
Woodlands Lane (Windlesham) 
that is currently subject to
national speed limit, 60mph

Open Area Highways 
Manager

Advertising took place 22 August – 19 
September 2018. Any objections to be 
considered by the Area Team Manager 
for Highways in consultation with the 
Chairman, Vice-Chairman and the 
local Divisional Member.  
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Local Committee (Surrey Heath) - Forward Programme 2018/19

Details of future meetings

Dates for the Surrey Heath Local Committee 2018/19: Thursday 6 December 2018, Thursday 28 February 2019
This forward plan sets out the anticipated reports for future meetings. The forward plan will be used in preparation for the next committee 
meeting. However, this is a flexible forward plan and all items are subject to change. The Local Committee is asked to note and comment on 
the forward plan outlined in this report.

Topic Purpose Contact Officer Proposed date 

Highways Update Standing item for all Surrey Heath Local Committees SCC Area Highway 
Manager ALL

Decision Tracker For information Partnership 
Committee Officer ALL

Forward Programme Review the Forward Programme and consider further themes for 
Member briefings

Partnership 
Committee Officer ALL

Surrey Fire and Rescue 
Annual Report

To review the work of Surrey Fire and Rescue over the year 
2017/18

Surrey Heath Borough 
Commander December 2018

Mental Health Provisions 
in Education and Adult 
Social Care

To look at what current provisions are in place to help support 
those within Surrey Heath with mental health concerns. Deferred 
from October 2018

Eikon, Surrey Heath 
CCG, SCC Education December 2018

Review of Local/Joint 
Committees

To follow up on the review that took place earlier in 2018 and the 
recommendations agreed by SCC cabinet

Community 
Partnerships Team TBC
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